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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AW IffiTHOD OF PRESENTATION
I. THE PROBLEM
Bible study, historically speaking, has generally been
deductive in nature. In relatively recent years, however,
sciic in the Biblical field have sought to revolutionize the
established traditional pattern. It is believed by them that
the Bible can best be studied inductively. A few have en
deavored to set in order a new approach to hermeneutics, that
is, to develop a recognized system.
Statement of the Problem. It was the purpose of this
study (1) to survey briefly the more common deductive
approaches which the Bible has endured; (2) to investigate
the history and present status of inductive Bible study; (3)
to examine in detail the science or theory of induction and
its particular adaptation to Biblical study; and (4) to study
and distinriiish between the practice or technique of inductive
Bible study and the abstract philosophy.
Importance of the Study . Scholarly work in inductive
Bible study is most limited, but a study of its history gives
a worthy incentive for further investigation.
This report assumes the authority and inspiration of
the Scriptures. It is believed, therefore, that no more
2worthy study in th� Biblical area could be made than that of
the principles and methods of their interpretation. For as
one has said of the student without knowledge of the science
and art of interpretation, he is as one "before an ancient
chest containing treasures of rare value, but without a key
wit;, which to open it,**-^
The utilitarian slgyiif icance of the research report
is believed worthy of the time invested. It is subject
matter with which all would-be interpreters of the Word should
be acquainted.
Aims and objectives of Christian Education are deter
mined by one�s theological views. But, nrare basic, is the
fact that one's theology is cast in th� mold of his approach
and methodology of dealing with the raw materials of Scrip
ture. The relationship of inductive Bible study to the aims
of Bible study gives vital significance to the study at hand.
Briggs has given support to the view here expressed when he
said :
. . � the whole of theology depends upon the study
of Holy Scripture, and unless this department be
thoroughly wrought out and established, th� whole theo
logical 8truotu3?e will be weak and frail, and it will be
found, in the critical hour, resting on the shifting
sands of human opinion and practice rather than on th�
immovable rock of Divine Truth. ^
^Carl P . H . Henry ( ed . ) , Revelation and the Bible
(Grand Rapids; Baker Book House, lv50), p. 285.
^C. A, Briggs, '-'ti^dy of Holy Scripture (Edinburgh:
T, and T, Clark, 189G)', . IC,
3The findings of this project, it is hoped, will be a
safe-guard in point.
An acquaintance with the study will also reveal a
certain value in the reorganization and correlation of rele
vant materi�LLs and in some distinctions within the discipline
not previously asserted.
Limitations of the Study . The scope of this report
is most broad, covering the discipline known as inductive
Bible study. The fact that it is so general in nature has
placed upon the project a necessary limitation. Not all
facets of knowledge which might be treated with relevance to
the subject at hand were given attention . And it was not
thought necessary to exhaust fully those which were included.
Paradoxically then, th� general scope of the study of necess
ity creates the limitation of the same.
II. METHOD OP PRESENTATION
Th� second chapter of this report presents various
theories of Bible study, r.orne of the more common erroneous
approaches to the Bible are first given. The latter half of
the chapter briefly surveys the history and present status
of inductive Bible study. In Chapter III of the thesis
general consideration is given to the science of inductive
logic. This is followed by a discussion of the inductive
theory of Bible study as a particular adaptation of inductive
4logic. Chapter IV is devoted to the technique or actual
method of inductive Bible study, as distinguished from the
science or theory. The final chapter concludes with a
summary of th� study.
CHAPTER II
VARIOUS THEORIES OF BIBLE STUDY
miring the many centuries of Bible study various
approaches to it have evolved. Dn th� study of the Bible, no
on� of thorn s��ms ad�quat�, however, to th� d�mands made by
Scripture itself. In terms of the dangerous uses and methods
to ifriich it has been exposed there is sorc^thing of a miracle
to the Bible's survival. It is said to be "a testimony to
th� grandeur of the Scriptujre."'^
I. SOltlE ERRONEOUS APPHOAGHEr TO BIBLE STUDY
As previously observed. Biblical exegesis has been
predominately deductive in the past. In recent years, however,
th� trend has turned to the inductive approach. As will be
shown in Chapter III the latter approach to Scripture is th�
myor� desirable. Traina presents several erroneous kinds of
interpretation. He notes that each of ther.: contains an
element of truth as a way of exegesis. But he observes:
Th� fact tliat these practices involve certain elements
of truth serves to make one aware that fallacious ex
position is frequently the result of an extreme over
emphasis on a valid but not all-inclusive phase of
exegesis ."^
Carl F. H. Henry, Revelation and the Bible (Grand
Rapids: Baker Book House, 1958), p. 286.
Robert A. Traina, llcthodical Bible " tudy (Hew York*
Gania and Harris, 1957), pp. 167-8.
6While deduction is not to be ruled completely out of the
science of Biblical interpretation, recognition of its
supplementary relationship to induction is essential. Most
inadequate approaches to th� Bible will be found to be pri
marily deductive in nature. Some of thes� erroneous
approaches to th� Bitlo v,ill now bo viewed.
Superstitious . That the superstitious approach to the
Bible is deductive in nature cannot be doubted. It had its
beginnings in the interpretative principles of the Palestin
ian Jews vho sought for every possible hidden meaning in th�
Scriptures. It "allowed oral tradition so to dominate th�
writt�n word that arbitrary interpretations were forced upon
Scriptur� . In the twelfth century the Cabbalists went to
great length in "assuming that ti e Maasoretic text with its
verse enumeration, its vowel-points and its accents was
divinely given to Koses . � They even ass\imed that th�
"niimbers of the letters, every single l�tt�r, th� trans
position, the substitution, had a special, even a super
natural povier."^ Farrar observes that Jewish exegetical
processes degenerated into "a mere art of leading astray."^
Henry, op. cit., p. 289.
^Ibid.
^Louis Berkhof , Principles of Biblical Interpretation
(Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, iWO), p. 1"^.
W. Farrar, The Kistory of Interpretation (ITgvj
York: E. P. Dutton, 1886), p. 105.
Certain modem methods are said to approximate this ancient
superstitious approach. Those of Ivor Panin and the Con
cordant Version are cited. At least two criticisms are
offered to this Scriptural approach: (1) it proceeds on false
views of inspiration and revelation, and (2) it begins v^ith
an assuuqstion rather than finding support in the Scripture.*''
Allegorical . Even though this is an exceedingly old
device it has an amazing hold upon certain minds in the
present day. Its history is rooted in the philosophical
treatment of the Greek myths, being passed into Biblical in
terpretation through Philo.
According to Clement of Alexandria the Scripture had
a threefold sense�mystic, moral, and prophetic (or fourfold,
if the literal sense is added), Origen, his successor, drew
an analogy frc�n the alleged tripartite constitution of man
and thus spoke of the Bible as having a bodily sense (gram
matical), a psychic sense (moral) and a spiritml sense
(mystical). He held that every passage carried a mystical
sense, but that they all did not bear a literal sense, and in
many instances, therefore what was apparently literal had to
be spiritualized.
In the strict use of the term an allegory is ""a story
composed for the purpose of instruction and is thus clearly
8to be distinguished from the illustrational use of an event
of history."� For an undisguised example of this strict
sense of allegory one is referred to The Pilgrim's Progress,
which "is a story composed for the sake of its moral and one
in ffriioh the descriptions and incidents are but accessories."
It was in this sense that Clera�nt and Origen employed
the allegorical principle. If they thought it unacceptable,
they were ready to throw away the literal sense of a passage.
That they were throv/ing a\i?ay the Word of God would have been
denied; "professedly they were rejecting only the outer shell
which surrounded the truth." To them there were many mean
ings to a passage, the literal meaning being of the least
valu.. and possibly It was no meaning at 011.1�
In point Is the objection that allegorism of this
Alexandrian kind fosters chaos in human speech and destroys
objectivity of truth. "Fantasy unlimited" would seem to be
the logical outcome of such an approach to the Bible, and
this is exactly the testimony of th� history of interpreta
tion, ifoich demonstrates the wildest forms of interpretation.
"It became an arbitrary instrument for making the Old Testa
ment say whatever the expositor wished; it brought serious
study to a standstill and awarded th� prizes to the most
ingenious ."-^"^
Qlbid.. p. 290. ^Ibid. ^^Ibld . ^^Ibid., p. 291*
9In Antlooh, under the guidance of men like Theodore
and John Chryeostom more healthy methods of exegesis arose 9
however, to react against this arbitrary handling of the
Scripture. It is said that Theodore studied Bible passages
as a whole and not as isolated separate texts. He would
precede by first considering the sequence of thou^t, after
which he would examine the phraseology and the separate
clauses. But the reactions of Antioch were a long while
gaining ascendancy; the Alexandrian school of exegesis is yet
with us today. Note the following comment:
� � � The dolifjl-tful art of allegorization dies hard,
and many allegedly evangelical expositors in the present
day prefer glamourously to display their inventive
powers rather than patiently to plod the unspectacular
paths of conscientious work on the Biblical text.-*-*
Traina calls attention to the philosophical assump
tion which underlies this allegorizing of Scripture, namely,
"that the purpose of the physical is to convey spiritual
truths. The universe is one grand sacrament,"-^ That there
is an element of truth in the jdtiilosophy is not generally
denied. But this being the case does in no way justify use
of the allegorical view in explaining any and e very part of
Scripture. This is true in the first place because unusual
insight is essential to explain correctly the spiritual
12 Ibid.
l^Traina, 0�. cit . . p. 173.
10
laeaning of th� physical world. And, more Important, th�
Biblical 9x�g�t� shoiJld b� primarily interested in explaining
spscific Biblical passages rather than in interpreting life
in g�n�ral. He will thus be concerned with such questions as
(1) lhat means was the author utiliKing (that is, the direct-
historical or indirect-parabolic ) and (2) What was his pur
pose in recording these events? The interpreter must deter
mine whether the author utilized the historical or whether it
was by th� parabolic approach that he sougjht to convey his
message. The nature of the material will then detemnine his
interpreting approach. If h� was using the direct method,
then valid �xegesis must be limited to the direct method,
"If he was utilizing the indirect approach, then the exposi
tor should also utilize the indirect approach. By the
latter he refers to the allegorical approach,
Th� method is objoctod to, however, because of its
general sweeping assumption with regard to the relationship
of the physical to the spiritual. It overlooks the histor
ical impact of the most of Scriptujpe.
Dogroat ic. Biblical interpreters who followed the
Reformation maintained the principle of the interpretation
of scripture by Scripture. But while they refused to submit
exegesis to the domination of church tradition as set forth
3-^Ibid.. pp. 173-4.
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by councils and popes, they were confronted with another
danger, Berkhof says they "were in danger of leading it into
conda,-^c to the confessional cta^c-a:^;? of the Cl.urch, � � .
Exegesis became the : ; nf-:iaid of dogmatics, and degenerated
into a mere sesur>oh for proof-texts ."^^
The purpose of dogmatic exposition is the finding of
support in the Scriptures for certain doctrinal views which
one has already accepted. In this way the Bible is used only
to substantiate the special interest of the student and all
possible intearpretations which are otherwise contrary to his
wishes are promptly and arbitrarily rejected.
There is an elem�it of truth in the dogmatic approach
in that it accepts the principle which exalts the i3ible as
the authoritative source to which the Christian appeals for
that which he believes. But it fails to examine carefully
the true meaning of th� authority of the Bibl�. "For th�
Scriptures ar� really authoritative only if tlic;; are used as
the basis for formulating one' s beliefs, and not if they are
merely employed to support one's dogmatic positions," Dog
matic interpretation moves from beliefs to the Scriptures,
which makes the individual the actual authority. It is thus
subjective and Invalid.-^�
-^^Berlchof, o�, c?.i pp, 28 f.
l^raina, o�, cit., pp. 160-9.
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: iatio. This method of Bible interpretation
persists whenever the authority of himian reason is exagger
ated. On� basic tenet "is to deny what cannot bo specula
tively understood nor proved and reject the supernatural and
miraculous as legendary accretion ."1''' Effort Is made to ex
pound the Scriptures in such fashion that they will be under
stood and accepted by human reason. Lloyd Douglas* explana
tion of the feeding of the five thousand in The Robe is cited
as an example of this t;^,-p� of approach. The main rational
istic �u?gument says that its human historical origin requires
that the Bible be historically conditioned. "Prom this,
much of th� content of the Bible is inferred to be ephemeral
in value and mixed with error .""l� Those who handle th� Bible
in this manner assign it the inspiration of religious genius,
and contend it represents man's highest thoughts about God}
nevertheless it is a human production which must b� explained
and interpreted by naturalistic principles .^^
That this approach to the Scriptures is erroneous is
seen in the subjectiveness of its basic tenets. It disregards
what the Bible claims for itself for th� sak� of its own
biased interests. The following indictment is in point:
, . � The humanistic and rationalistic tendencies of
many of the critics became a fixed bias which distorted
l*^Kenry, op, cit., p. 291, -^^raina, o�. jit . , p. 169.
l%enry, 0�. cit., p. 292. ^^Tbid.
15
Interpretation. Miat should have been a provisional
working hypothesis J, a legitimate reluctance to admit the
supernatural so long as a natural explanation was
possible, became an unquestioned axiom.21
Mythologioal . Here again is a further inadequate, yes,
erroneous movement toward the Bible for it comes with its
own preconceived humanistic view of how it will handle the
material. It is related to the rationalistic approach in
that it is often an expression of it. Those who cannot
accept certain Biblical events as rationally explicable will
declare that these events are myths instead of actual his
torical occurrences. These so-called myths are like the
shell of a walnut, it is said, which are regaurded as unim
portant once the spiritual truth, representee! by the nutmeat,
is understood. To a great extent the historical aspect of
Sci'ipture; is removed due to the insistence that there is no
indispensable relation between historical events and the
conveyance of spiritual truth.
In this theory of Bible study one will find a very
significant principle of interpretation and evaluation. It
treats narratives not as ends but means; it affirms that the
spiritual truths communicated by moans of the narratives of
the Scriptures are of more value than the narratives thou-
21 John Lowe, "The Recovery of the Theological Inter
pretation of the Bible," The Interpretation of the Bible ,
edited by 0. W. IXxgmore (London: Scc;\c1:y for~Tromoting
Christian Knowledge, 1946), p. 113.
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selves. That the end is more iK^Jortant, however, does not
justify the negation of the means. The student imst realize
the difference between th� less iraportant and the more im
portant, and that which is xmlm; ortant . Th� method of
erecting a building involves a foundation, which enables the
building to LitsnzC, But the building would be ii^imediately
destroyed should the foimdation be removed. The content of
truth may sometimes be tuur;ht by the us� of ragrths, as Plato
did, but historical occuruences are necessary to supply the
kind of motivation needed if one is to accept and obey those
truths. It is so with the gospel of Clu^ist. If inyths can
afford such motivation, it is due to their reflection of what
has actually happened in human experience .^2 "what lies be-
Iiinc the forms of Christian theology is not existential
thinking, but divine action in historical events bearing an
ecchato logical si@iificance.^^S
Fragmentary. Interpretation of this sort is not sound
because it is built on insufficient evidence. The Bible is
treated as thou;:r: it were a collection of isolated verses,
each of which may be cos^rehended apart from th� immediate
and remote context. That the Bible has been divided into
chapters and versos doubtless contributes to this error.
^^Traina, o�. cit., pp. 170-1,
^Henry, o�. cit., p. 293 �
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Traina aoouses the Christian ministers of being the worst
offenders.24 Frequently they will take a text and then
leave it Just as quickly. Church laymen are conditioned to
this t\T)e of exegesis. Someone has said that a text without
a context is a pretext. Expository preaching before the
congregation will be a great corrective to this procedure.
It is evident that the fragmentary approach to the Bible is
contrary to an inductive theory of Bible study since it does
not take into account all the Biblical data and its relation
ships .
Suasaary. Six of the more commonly recognized herme-
neutical approaches to Scripture have been briefly viewed.
It was ascertaiuej that they each prove to be inadequate and
erroneous. The superstitious approach proceeds on raise
views of iiiSpiration and revelation and begins with an
assumption rather than finding support in the Scriptures.
The allegorical approach to the Bible is objected to because
of its general asauugjtion with regard to the relationship of
the physical to the spiritual which leads to a misuse of the
historical portions of Scripture. Dogmatic Biblical inter
pretation has its actual authority within the iiidlvidual . It
is subjective and thus invalid. For the same reason the
rationalistic approach is rejected as unfit for dealing with
S^Traina, c^. 211l** P� 1^8.
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the Bible. And it is so with the mythological view of
Scripture, Fragmentary Bible stiady fails to meet the demands
of Scripture in that It builds on insufficient foundations
having a false notion as to the manner in which th� Scrip
tures are composed.
Basically, then, these six different approaches to the
Bible are inadequate to deal with th� raw materials of the
Scriptures in that their frame of reference is self-imposed
and deductive in nature.
II. HISTORY km PRE5KlfT STATUS OF INDUCTIVE
BIBLE STUDY
Induction as a system of reasoning maty be viewed as
having its historical antecedents in the ancient phlloso-
ph�rs, nam�ly, Socrates, Plato, and Aristotl�. Jesus, Th�
Teacher, also eaaployed inductive logic quite in excess of
its antithesis�deduction.
Deductive processes in education were characteristic
of th� "iddl� Ag�s. Bacon pionoered in a revolt against
this educational pattern and set the pace for the modern
educational means of investigation. W. R. Harper and x\ W,
White introduced the inductive approach to the Biblical
disciplines. The vision of these nen is being realized by
several institutions of theological training today.
It is in keeping with the pxarpose of this thesis to
17
examine briefly the history and development of induction aa
an educational method and its special adaptation to study of
the English Bible. The concern here is to trace in broad
outline its pre-Christian anteoedents, its Christian heritage,
the Baconian revival, and its nodem application to Biblical
studies .
Pre-JIiristian Antecedents . Jesus was not the first
to utilize induction as an educational process. Three men
who preceded him gave attention to this approach, namely,
Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. To them brief consideration
should be given.
1. Socrates. (470-399 B. C.) According to Socrates
the real essence of science was "the searching out of con
ceptions A conception "was to be that which is valid for
for all: it must then be found in common thinking, "^ This
philosopher thirsted for the truth, ?/as Just as anxious to
instruct himself as to teach others. Dialogue was an essen
tial feature of his method. In conversation he er.t^ared him
self with all who would join him. It was in this mutual
exchange of thoughts that the common element was to be found.
He would introduce himself as one eager to learn. Directing
W. Windelband, A History of Philosophy (New York:
^Ibid.
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the conversation Socrates led his companion step by step to
nnfold his own thoughts in clearer, less contradictory state
ments, and so "caused hirp. to bring to definite expression
what was slumbering in him as an imperfect presentiment."^
Out of this face to face situation "th� common rational
quality comes to light to which all parts are subject. . . ."^
Such a conception according to Socrates, was not to be made,
but it Is to be found. Deliverance is the key. It is
already existent, and but n��ds release from the bondage of
individual experience and opinions in which it lies hidden.
The procedure employed in the Socratic formation of concep
tions was therefore inductive. Glenn says that "Socrates is
rightly regarded as the 'father of induction. ' "^ By it one
is led to the generic conception as particular views are
compared. Every individual question Is decided by endeavor
ing to press forward to ascertain a general conception.
"This is accomplished by bringing together analogous cases,
�,6
and by searching out allied relations."
The "Socratic Method" was not without its faults.
According to Xenophon and Plato it was "marked by a child
like simplicity and imperfection,"''' There was lack of
^Ibid., p. 97, ^Ibid.
^Paul J. Glenn, An Introduction to Philosophy (St.
Louis, Missouri: B. HerSer Book Company, 1944), p. 52,
^Ibid. '''ibid.
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"caution in generalization and met]iodioal circumspection in
the formation of conceptions �** Need for the general was so
great that satisfaction was taken in hastily gathered
material.
But however great the gaps may be in the arguments
of Socrates, th� significance of these arguments is by
no means lessened. His doctrine of induction has its
value not for methodology, but for logic, and for the
theory of knowledge . it fixes in a way that is decisive
for all"Tuture that it is the task of science to strive
to establish general conceptions from comparison offact s �
Exposing of ignorance and hypocrisy characterized th�
Socratic method. As teacher, Socrates demanded precision in
thought and definition. C5reativeness and thoroughness on the
student's part was highly sou^t. That the student actively
exploit all his faculties in arriving at his generalizations
was the purpose of Socrates. Pull investigation should be
made .^^
2, Plato. (427-547 3. C) "The essential feature in
the work of � . . Plato was � . * the insist into the theory
of knowledge . . . �""'"�^ Diligence in study was maintained to
resiilt in insight. Reality may be seen only by those who
submit themselves to the discipline of study. Plato stressed
Qlbid. ^Ibid.
lOoeorge Allen Turner, Portals to Dible Books (Wilmore,
Kentucky: Asbury Seminary Press, 195'^), pp. IG-TI
llwindelband , o�. cit., p. 101.
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the intiiltlve grasp of truth. He ohasiploned uhat is known
as the "synoptic vision. "^^
5. Aristotle. (384-322 B. G.) That independent and
self-conscious work of intelligence known as science, which
seeks knowledge methodically for its own sake was first
realized by the Greeks of the sixth century B. 0.^*^ Its
advent was at the time of the sophists; it found its cc;apxc-
tion in the doctrine and school of Aristotle. Greek philos
ophy reached its zenith in what Is known as the systematic
period (400-322 ) It is with this period that Aristotle
was identified and in him that it made its most con^lete
contribution to th� world. This hero of Groek thought
differed from the doctrines of all his predecessors, (with
the exception of Democritus and Plato) by reason of his
systematic character. H� gav� to th� world an all-�rabraclng
system of sciono� complote in itself. His teaching gained
this character, on the one hand, through the all-sldedness
of his problems, and on the other, through th� conscious
unity in his treatment of them. lio directed his effort "to
th� �ntir� compass of scientific problems."!^
"The 'Father of Logic' had a genius for collecting
l^fpumer, loc. cit.
l^Windelband, o�a cit.. p. 23.
l^Ibid. l^Ibid., pp. 99-100.
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and classifying data and analyzing thsir procis� relation
ships."!^ Eis various collections of data, their olassifi-
oation, and resixltlng generalizations served to lay the
foundation for modern scientific method. Windelband ob
serves :
The systematizing of knowledge so that it should
become an all-lnclusiye philosopRLoil"liootri ie wasachieve3~w ith increasing success by �)erao c : TT; vi c , PIato ,
and Aristotle, and with the last first found the form
^ '^..^-''^^ Ij- l.:! science into the indi
vidual "cTiscI^liiier. it . t ir Aristotle concluded the
development of Greek philosophy and Inaugurated the
age of the special sciences
Aristotle is the inventor of logic and he rounded
this science into completeness.!� He belle. ec that inductive
logic is "the only way in which man can obtain intellectual
insight."!^
Christian Heritage . It is Interesting to observe the
use Christ made of inductive reasoning. For her Master of
Religious Education Thesis at Asbury Theological Seminary
Miss Melva R. Webb dealt with "Jesus* Use of the Inductive
Method in His Teaching Procedures." By way of summary she
concludes ;
IfiTumer.
l^lndelband , loc. cit.
l^Glenn, o�. cit.. p� 80.
l^P. Henry van Laer, Philosophy of Science (New York:
The Ad Press, Ltd., 1956), p. 65.
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. , � that h� used both the Inductive and deductive
methods of approach. As a general rule His use of the
principle of apperception, of suggestion, of the con
crete, and of questions are illustrative of the induc
tive, and His discourses and use of the Old Testament
Scriptures of the deductive. His conversations are
illustrative of both induction and deduction depending
upon the occasion.^0
Jesus was predominately inductive, using its anti
thesis only to a limited degree.21 Tipsword has noted that
Jesus "really anticipated the modem method of �the concrete
before the abstract,' or of the 'particular before the gen
eral,' or of the data before the rule. "28
The Master Teacher inductively led his disciples into
a knowledge of his authority as Ood's Son. This is vividly
portrayed in th� Gospel of i ark,23 ^s a teaching principle
he also utilisod induction in teaching th� multitudes, and
his enemies .24
Som� of th� outstanding toachings which H� pr�-
s�nt�d inductively follow: (1) truths concerning His
own identity, (2) humility and unselfish r?':^pvlc�, (3)
the kingdom- (4) value of Christian Testimony, (5) soul
winning, (6) missionary service, (7) universality of
the Gospel, (8) His authority, (9) His death and
resurrection, (10) Jesus, a friend of sinners, (11) true
neighborliness, (12) stewardship, and (13) obedience to
^^Melva R. Webb, Jesus � Use of Inductive y:ct-::od in His
Ve^:c: i: :; Procedures (A Thesi s PresenFed to Asburj: T".:eologlcal
P .'ir, uVj , l05C ), p . 19 .
21 Ibid., p. 42.
22Harrison Meredith Tipsword, Pedarepics of Jesus
(Boston: Richard a. Badger, 1916), pp. 104-105.
23w�bb, 0�. cit., p. 57. ^^Ibld,, pp. 49-51.
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civil law .25
James S* Stewa3*d has observed that "His disciples
were given the opportiinity to observe, to apply the truths
learned and to draw their own conclusions as to the more ideal
way of life, "26
It is thus seen that Christ gave much attention to
inductive reasoning in his teaching methods.
Baconian Revival . Revolting against Scholasticism,
Francis Bacon sought **a personal examination of things
themselves", for an "unprejudiced reception of reality. "2*''
There was an insight into the weakness of the Aristotelian
"syllogism," in that it could n^rely prove or refute only
that which was already known, or make application of the
same to some particular case. Bacon demanded "a method of
investigation, a sure way to the discovery of the new."**"
To Bacon the method of induction was the only correct way of
elaborating facts With the aid of induction it was held
that one was to proceed to the general cognitions (axioms),
with the purpose of ultimately explaining other phenomena
25 Ibid., p. 71.
26jan�s S. Steward, The Life and Teaching of Jesus
u'p^.t_ (Nashville: Abingdon Press, lS57), pp. 68-'S7
27Windelband. G'o . a Lt . . p � 384 �
2�rbid., p. 383. P* 384.
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from these* He saidi
m this activity the hiaman mind, among whose consti
tutional errors is over-hasty generalizations, is to be
restrained as much as possible; it is to ascend quite
gradually the scale of the more general, up to the most
This "new Logic," as Bacon spoke of it, inverted the
order of the "old Logic." Instead of flying at once up to
principles and generalities, and deducing therefrom, "th�
New Lo;3ic begins with histories of facts and particulars,
thence nwunts to middle propositions, and thence to general
principles."^!
JItach concern was given to exposing those "idols" or
false notions and prejudices of the mind which hinder th�
obssrvation of truth .^^ Bacon propossd to rebuild the whole
edifice of philosophy. Fulfillment could come only as th�
"idols" w�r� destroyod. Four t;,'jDes of idols w�re labeled,
namely (1) "prejudices which come of one's own natural bent
or bias and of one's own dullness," (2) "prejudices inherited,
or bom of early environment and education," (3) "prejudices
acquired from the Spirit of the tir:es or from local influ
ences," and (4) "prejudices that come of reading and esteem-
SOlbid.
3lEdwin A. Abbott, Francis Bacon, An Account of His
Life and Works (London: ifecmlllan and Co., 1385), p. 358.
^^Ibld., p. 379.
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ing the pre-Baconian philosophers, especially, the old
scholastios,"^^
By revolting against authoritarianism and the deduc
tive method of the Middle Ages, Bacon made himself known to
the world as the pioneer of th� contemporary means of learn
ing. Ho has been called "the father of the inductive
method. "^4 vshlle others did precede him, the title does fit
him as the pioneer of induction in the modem era.
Modern Applications. Onlj in recent years has th�
Biblical curriculiam benefited by inductive educational pro-
cesses. On this adaptation attention will now be focused.
Experiments of W. R. Harper and W. W. White will be viewed.
Adaptations of their explorations as made by the Biblical
Seminary of Kew York, Princeton Theological Seminary, tJnion
Theological Seminary of Virginia, Asbury Th�ologlcal Sominary,
and Bibl� S�minari�3 of th� Inter-American Missionary
Society will be mention�d and bri�fly discussed, Bri�f
consideration will also be given to the present use the Free
Methodist Church and Assemblies of God are making of induc
tive Bible study,
1. W. R. Harper (1856-1906). Eberhardt has dealt
with "The Contribution of Harper" to the history of induction
^Glenn, o�. cit,, p. 132
^*Tumer, loc. cit.
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as applied to the study of the Bible pj.^ Harper was one
of those rare scholars of high mentality. When only eighteen
years of age he received his Doctor of Philosophy degree from
Yale. For his thesis he wrote on the subject of "A Compara
tive Study of the Prepositions In Latin, Greek, Sanskrit,
Gothic.*^� Dr. Harper then entered the teaching profession.
As professor of Hebrew at Yale, he was made increasingly
aware of the fact that his students were greatly in ignorance
of th� Bible and this h� considered a grav� mlsfortun�.
Corroctly assuming it �ven mor� important to have a working
knowlodg� of the Scriptures in the vernacular than to pos-
s�ss knowlsdg� of th�m in th� original, Harpor than b�cam�
an ard�nt advocat� for roform in the established theolog
ical seminary c-arricul\im . "He went so far as to advocate
that the study of th� English Bibl� siiould constitute on�
half of th� �ntir� cours�.*'^''' Dr. Harp�r, as professor of
Semitic� at Yale, had revolutionized the study of Hebrew
with his inductive approach. When his conviction that
ministers were lacking in a knowledge of the English Bible
was confirmed by a qu�stionnaire sent to one thousand min
isters, he affirmed that a reform was needed. Thus at Yale
^^charles R. Eberhardt, The Bible in the Making of
Ministers (New York: Association Press, iM'Q), pp. SO-STT
^^Tumer, loc. cit. ^'^Eberhardt , o�. cit. , p. 55,
^%urner, loc. cit .
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he initiated a study of the English Bible inductively .3�
2. Wilbert W. Wliite (1863-1944). Again, Eberhardt
has given to the Intellectual world the contribution which
Dr. Whit� made to inductive Bibl� study. The first half of
his book, Th� Bible In The Making of Minietera. is a summary
of Wilbert W. White's life work."*^
As a student in Yale Wilb�rt W� Whit� was graatly
shakan in his fedth whan m�t with th� "higher critiolsm"
being taught by his professors (incltidlng W. R. Harper).
But an inductive study of th� Scriptures in the vemaciilar
und�r th� prof�ssorship of W. H. Harper was to sorve as an
antidote to his vmrost about th� Bibl��s lnt�grity. Com-
m�nting about his �xp�ri�nc� with an inductive study of th�
Bibl� Dr. White said:
This I pursued with an avidity and began to get my
bearings in a new way. Thlnj^s were seen in ':orn:::'Gtive ,
even in the p�r3peotiv� of the Scr iptur�sir: i O-.is c 1vc s and
net r.� r�ad Justed by modem scholarship. TFom~z c.t Ll.r.e
I began increasingly to realize that c Irect C(yp_tact_ vvitlj.
the scriptures the method by which c.uXif^cSzz o\:" r-;-
"
where will become assured of the supematui-^ai character
and cor. .:e ; rl reliability of th� Bible [Itr.llos not in
th� ori!-lr:al].41
Dr. Whit� spsnt four yoars (1386-1890) with Harpsr,
^^�rhardt, op. cit,, p. 53. ^^Ibid., pp. 1-82.
*lw. W. Whit�, Th� Pap�rs, Articles and M�morabilia
of Wilbert W, White, Vol. V, Part 2, Hec. 1 (Unpublished
Voltimes, collected and edited by Charles R. Eberhardt, in th�
Arohivos of Biblical Seminary In Now York), p. 8. Quot�d by
Eb�rhardt, op. cit. . p. 56.
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In which he laid a solid foundation in scholarship for his
whole subsequent career. He was to benefit by Harper's
insistence on direct contact with the Bible, in the native
tongue and with the originals thereafter, "creative scholar
ship, the laborious acquisition of knowledge and a method of
acquiring it, a scientific conscience and an elevation of
mind . . , He not only knew him as a great teacher, but
as his assistant professor during the latter years of his
stay at Yale. As a student, Wilbert White rediscovered the
Bibl� for himself in Dr. Harper's classes. But it was while
serving aa his clerk that Whit� was to discovor that othors
iriio w�r� not sharing his opportunitios wor� in n��d of
diroct contact with th� Scriptures. It was Whit� who
assistsd Dr. Harp�r in his survsy qu�stionnair� on this
mattsr. Through th�ir study it was conclud�d that th�
ministry as a whol� n��d�d to zmke the same rediscovery as
White had made.^
Thi s it is observed that Dr. W, W, White was directly
Influenced at least two ways by his association with Dr.
Harper. He was brought to a confidence in the integrity of
the Bible by a first hand inductive study of it, and he
discovered the plight of ministers generally who stood in
op. cit., p. 54.
^Ibid., p. 52.
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need of a like approach to scripture. These two phenomena
were to eventually lead Dr, White to his establishment of
the Biblical Seminary of New York,
lix September 1889 Dr, White moved to Xenia Seminary,
accepting the professorship of Hebrew, Here he was to have
his convictions deepened even more. In fact, he became so
convinced of the student's need for Bible study in English
that he devoted a portion of the time assigned to the Depart
ment of Hebrew and old Testament Literature for the "new
discipline," It was a liberty taken with prophetic signifi
cance, looking to the new day that would dawn when theolog
ical curricula would be more cognizant of this need,^
While at Xenia, Dr, White carae into that quality
which was afterward to distinguish him as a qualified Bible
Interpreter, nas^ly "sainthood." Ho experienced a spiritual
renewal as he led a group through that noted Protestant
devotional classic�Fith Christ in the jIp-^qI of Prayer by
Andrew Ji'iurray. Of this high spiritual crisis White com
mented that he had personally experienced a blending of the
intellectual, characteristic of his past, with th� spiritual
and the practical. Shortly following this mountain peak in
his spiritual life Dr, White "conceived the idea of th�
�stablishment of a school where this full-orbed teaching
44 Ibid., p. 54.
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coxild be practiced.**^^
Peeling the need for freedom from the traditional
pattern maintained by Xenia Seminary, Dr. White, the spirit
ual scholar, accepted the call of Dwlght L� Moody to full-
time professorship at Moody Bible Institute. But Moody did
not give him the opportunity he soug^it. "Where was the
answer? Hot an old-line seminary, not a Bible institute."'*�
Having spent two years at Moody he was invited to
work among ccllo^se students In Calcutta, India. He promptly
accepted .
So � . � a conviction came to White through his
experience of eighteen months, 1896 to 1898, in India.
He found there the same need accentuated, not only for
knowledge of the Bible itself, but for training in
right method of Bible study and teaching. It intensi
fied the same conviction, that had been forcing its way
into his mind since his student days at Yale. The sheep
were hungry and were not fed.*"
His method was an outline book study of the English
Bible, and everywhere the response was the same. Missionar
ies of all faiths encouraged him that this kind of direct
study of the scriptures was the need of the hour. To these
experiences as a missionary is attributed the iimediate cause
for the establishment of the Biblical Semina2*y of New York.*�
Later, there was also much enthusiasm exhibited by
churchmen of England for a school that would employ \'2hite�s
*^Ibid . , p. 56. *�Ibid.. p* 57. ^'^roid.. p. 58,
*Qlbid.. pp, 0^ j*-^O^J .
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methodology of Bible sstudy. A generous contribution was
made to him upon departing for the United States.*^
3, The Biblical Seminary of New York. The dream and
conviction of W, W. White took form on January 8, 1901, the
opening date of Bible Teachers College, later to become known
as The Biblical Seminary .^0 m The Biblical Sfflalnary were
embodied the aims, ideas and ideals of Dr. White.
The curriculum of this institution was shaped in a
distinctive fashion. It is known as a biblio-centric
curric\ilum. White sought to synthesize the old-line seminary
and the Bible school which was undergoing something of a
reactionary movement at the beginning of the century.^!
The unique possession of th� Biblical Seminary . . �
is its curriculum structure which is expressly designed
to provide for Bible study as the central discipline,
and the source from \�fliioh all other disciplines draw
their dynamic religious truths and knowledge, and a
method of teaching that meets the need of this demand.^*
Its founder sought to give balance to the study pur
suits of his students. They were to study neither theology
or church history without reference to th� Bibl� nor to
concentrat� upon th� Bibl� raat�rials at the expense of church
*9lbid., p. 62. 50ibid . , p. 89.
51p;id,, p. 164.
Albert Clark Wyckoff, Founder's Day Address,
The Biblical Seminary xyalletin. IValter 1946-47, p. 2. Quoted
Sy Eberliardt , op. cit. , p. 164 ,
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history or theology ,53 orgsnic relationship between both
was to be recognized. Ih an address on curriculum delivered
by Dr. V8hite in 1912 he pointed out that "direct, intensive,
unprejudiced study of the Bible itself," is the "central
organizing, and therefore dominating discipline of the insti
tution. "^4 Bat, he said, the curriculum is cognizant of at
least eight related disciplines, namely language (original),
history, psychology, theology, sociology, pedagogy, herme
neutics, and homiletlcs.55
The Biblical Seminary has maintained its faithfulness
to its original purpose. Having now pioneered over half a
century "it believes that this purpose is best aceoinplished
through a Biblio-centrlc curriciilura, . . ." Presently,
the Biblio-centrlc curriculum is made operative in three
ways :
1. By the kind of Bible study done throughout the
Seminary course�methodical, firsthand examination of
the Scriptures themselves with the willingness to find
their truths, whiatevcr t-hey may be, and the willingness
to follow tl.c 1, wherever they :;a:. lead. This approach
is based on the conviction that the Bible can be trusted
to lead to truth and life when properly studied. � . �
^^Eberhardt, og. cit., p. 166.
^^wilbert W. White, The Papers, Articles, and �'one-
rabllia of Wilbert W. WhiteTTol* 20. Sec. 5. p.~ST" uvcTed
by L::berhardt. op. cit. , p. 170 .
^^Eberhardt, o�. cit . . pp. 173-174.
^^Catalogue of The Biblical Seminary of Hew York,
1959-1960, p. 29,
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2m By th� r�latlv� amoiint of English Bibl� study
r�quir�d�-about on� third of the total hours nocessary
for graduation. This provision assures such knowlodg�
and und�rstanding of th� Bibl� that it b�com�8 a vital
factor in th� stud�nt's thought and �xp�ri�nc�, thus
making possibl� its wid�spr�ad use in th� oth�r discl-
plinss of th� usual seminary program. This provision
also assures adequate opportunity for devclordri method
In the study and use of the Scriptures.
3. By ttie interrelatedneas of th� courses in Bible
with the other disciplines in the curriculxini, so that
these disciplines take their rise in Bible study, draw
from it their materials wherever possible, and return
to it with contributions of fact, interpretation, and
practical application. Such correlation not only
economizes time and so makes possible the Biblical
study, but also serves to \inify and integrate th�
curriculum. The fact that a large proportion of th�
faculty members participate in the English Bibl� pro
gram further contributes to the integration of the
teaching of individual profeosors as well as that of
th� faculty as a whole, while providing for vari�ty
among th� Erglish Bible courses.^"
Two concerns dominate the English Bible courses.
Method is the first and its aim is to provide the student
with the essential tools necessary for a lifetime of growth.
The student is introduced to those techniques and principles
necessary in the discovery of Biblical truth and for the
development of a concrete and oinierly procedure of study.
This is r�aliz�d by dir�ct contact with th� Scriptures
themselves and permitting their nature to determln� th�
best approach to th�ir study. 5�
Cont�nt is th� s�cond major concern of th� English
Bibl� courses now being offered at the Biblical Seminary.
5*^ Ibid., p. 29-30. ^^Ibid . , p. 35-36.
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m his study th� participant is acquainted with th� basic
facts and �xp�rl�nc� of th� Bibl� so t. al. h� is �nabled to
develop a vital, �xperiential. Biblical th�ology.^�
Although a pion��r institution, Th� Biblical Seminary
has r�ceiv�d th� most authoritativo r�cognition possibl� in
the state of New York, and in it Dr. W# W. White, though
dead, yet speaketh. Its program, as far as can be determined,
is as yet, however, to be fully endorsed by another Insti
tution of ministerial training.
4. Princeton Theological Seminary. It is inter
esting to note in a chronicle prepared by Eb�rhardt of ovt-
standing �v�nt8 in the lif� of W. W, Whit� th� following
comm�nt :
1905, January to (Two seasons). Dr. Whit� taught
� 'ey 1906 two courses in the English Bible
in Princeton Theological Seminary. ^0
Knowing th� background conviction of Dr. White, it is
not lanreasonable to assume that in these studies his method
was inductive. No record has been found of inductive Bible
courses being taught there afterward until the coming of
Dr. Howard Kuist as visiting professor of English Bible in
1932.^1 Dr. C- R. Erdman did hold classes in English Bible,
59lbid., p. 36-37.
�%berhardt, o^.* P� ^�
�lv;hc 'g Who in America, Vol. 29 (St. Louis:
VonHof1 r.iinn '^ro 3 z , in 3., 1956-1957 ) ,
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but th� method of approach has not b��n d�t�rmin�d by th�
11ml t�d data. H� was professor of Practical Thsology there
from 1906, following W. W. White, to his retirement in
1936.^2 appears that no further inductive Bible study
courses were offered at Princeton Theological Seminary until
January 24, 1944. On this date Dr. Howard T. Kuist delivered
his inaugural address as The Charles T. Haley Professor of
Biblical Theology, for the specific tank of the teaching of
the English Bible.^ Until the present Dr. Kuist has filled
this position in the Department of Biblical Studies. As of
now he is chairman of the Biblical Department. Today he is
recognised as one of the leading scholars in the field of
inductive Bible study. The English Bible division of
Princeton Theological Seminary pr�s�ntly offers thirteen
courses fdiio' distinctively follow the Inductive method of
attack.54
5. Union Theological Seminary of Virginia. English
Bibl� was taught at Union Thaological Sorainary of Virginia
prior to 1938, but th� inductive approach was not introduced
^^The Princeton Semlnar-r Bulletin, Vol. LIV, No. 2,
November 1960, (Published by the Tiv.stocr of the Theological
Seminary of the United Presbyterian Church at Princeton, N. J.)
^^eprint of an article in th� JUn� 1944 issue of
The Princeton Seminary Bulletin.
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ther� until that year in that year Dr. Kuist came as
associate profossor of English Bibl�.^� With his coming th�
inductiv� procoss was inauguratsd into thoir Bibl� curric
ulum. H� serv�d as th� Walt�r H. Robertson professor of
Hew Testament during the years 1940-43. He was then called
to fill the (Jharles T. Haley Chair of Biblical Theology at
Princeton Theological Seminary. Th� division of study known
as English Bibl� continued as a separate division of the
total curriculum until 1946. Less emphasis seems to be
given to Inductive studies in the English Version at the
present time.
6. Asbury Tirieological . e:,uiiary. Inductive study of
th� English Bible was introduced there by Professor Kenneth
Wesche after his training in The Biblical Seminary of Hew
York. 5*7 Dr. Clarence V. Hunter, presently professor of
Philosophy at Asbury College, in a personal conference indi
cated that a self-appointed conaalttee of students approached
the facility with the proposition "that there was need for
more direct Bible study at Asbury". Dr. Wesche, vias then
placed in charge of English Bible Courses. Dr. Hunter was
among the first to enroll in a course of inductiv� Bibl�
Personal L�tt�r From a Former Professor, Dr. H. T.
Kuist, Iterch 9, 1961.
55^gho*s Who in America, op. cit .
5'^W�bb, o�. cit., p. 28.
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study, Suramor of 1944, The school catalogue for 1945 indi
cates that seven courses were offered in the newly eatabllsbed
department .
At the present Dr, George A� Tiimer heads th� l i llali
Bible Department at Asbury Theological Seminiiry. As a pupil
of both Dr. W. W. White and Dr. Howard T. Kuist, he is well
informed in the new methodology. Since 1945 imder his
leadership Asbury Theological Seminary has come to be
recognized as one of the strongholds for tibe dream visual
ized at the beginning of the century by Dr. Vil.jert W. White.
The department presently offers seventeen courses in th�
English Bible which follow th� inductiv� approach. **An
intonsiv�, analytical study of th� contont of Biblical books
is att�mpt�d, str�ssing �ff�ctiv� methods which may be
applicable to other sections of the Bible. As a part of
the total curriculum Snnlish Bible Courses ar� dr-si nod to
suppler^nt, not supplant the critical and grassmatlcal
studies.�^
7. Bible Seminaries of the Incer--Aioi?laa:: f'issionary
Society. Inductive Bible study has b��ai effectively taxight
by these seminaries, especially in the countries of Brazil
70
and Columbia. "
�*^Catalogue of Asbury Theological Seminary, 1958-1959,
p , 43.
^^Tumer, loc. cit. '''%ebb, 0�. cit., p. 29,
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8, Pre� Methodist Church. S�v�ral of the ministers
in the Free Methodist Church have hac their training under
the late Dr, Wilbert W, Whit� and his faithful suco�8sors.
And as a rssult the Inductive approach to Bible study is
quite wide-spread in this denomination. A mmber of th�
cont�ii?)orary �xpononts of inductiv� Bibl� study are menibers
of the Free Methodist Ch\irch,
With the passing of a half century of progress since
Wilbert W, V.liite envisioned the dawning of the new day in
Biblical hermeneutics, what has been generally confined to
religious colleges and theological schools is now beginning
to overflow upon the lay membership of the churches on the
local level. The ?ree Llothodist Cimrch is a jase in point.
Recently this denomination launched an unprecedented
series of Sunday School Lessons wiiioh is an e;:pressici of the
�n5)hasis upon Inductive l^ille study. The series is known as
the Aldersgate Biblical i-'oi-ic.j and is published by Lipht and
Life Press of Winona Lake, Indiana. It is graded for th�
ad:ilt level.
It is also known that th� Fr�� M�thodist Church has
b�en sponsoring a Bibl� Quiz program for th� youth of its
ranks which utilizos th� inductiv� approach to Scjr lpture.
9. Assemblies of God. A nation-wide youth Bible quiz
contest is presently being launched for those of this asso
ciation who ar� between the ages of twelve and nineteen*
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Contestants will first participate on the local level and
the winners will have opportunity to advance toward the
national contest* The contest is centered in the book of
Acts* Eligible participants ar� guided to discover the
contents of Acts by the inductive approach and methods. Pull
details su?e given in a booklet entitled Action in Acts pre
pared by Dr* Nicholas Nikoloff in conjunction with The
National Christ's Ambassadors Department of the Asseznblies
of God.
.aip,- . It has been observed that the inductive
study of the English Bible is a very recent discipline, but
its loethod reaches far into the past. The ancient philos
ophers, Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle were th� first to
utilize inductive reasoning. Jesus was mor� inductive than
deductive in his teaching zninistry. Bacon In revolt pio
neered induction as a modem educational approach. It was
Harper and White who broke with tradition and laade Bible
study cD'ie alive with the direct contact. Th� work that
these two pioneers began is being continued, especially by
th� Biblical Seminary of New York. Princeton Theclorical
Seminary presently gives inductive study of the English
Bible a place in its curric\ilum. Union Theological Seminary
of Virginia does presently recognize the value of English
Bible study, but the emphasis in inductive approach seezns
not to be stressed as much as a few years back. Asbury
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Theological Seminary la maintaining a strong department in
which induction is applied to the sacred Scriptiires. And it
is known that the method is being successfully used by
several seminaries Tinder the direction of the Inter-American
Missionary Society. The Free Methodist Church with its new
Aldersgate Bible ^ eries and youth Bible Quiz and the Assem
blies of God who have only recently initiated a Bible Qjaiz
Contest for their yc tlx demonstrate the fact that the laity
of th� church are mw beginning to benefit by the inductive
approach to Scripture*
V^-^ile not e^diaustlve, the 8\arv�y of th� us� of induc
tion in Bible study has pointed up the evidence upon which
it is safe to conclude that the new enrphasis in hermeneutics
is constantly growing auA becoming more wide-spread. Its
future looks bright .
III. S'JTMARy AND CONCLUSIONS OF CHAPTER II
Suamoary , Th� first half of Chapter II dealt with six
of the commonly recognized hcrmeneutical approaches to the
Bible which have been proven en*oneous and therefore inade
quate for the demands of Scripture, m the order presented
they were the superstitious, the allegorical, the dogmatic,
the rationalistic, the iigrtholc>:;ical, and the fragmentary
theories �
The second half of Chapter II presented a brief
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history or inductive Bible study and a look into the present
status. The roots of inductive logic as found in Socrates,
Plato, Aristotle, and Jesus were briefly touched upon. The
revival of inductive science under Bacon wa3 surveyed. l\od-
em applications of the science of induction were seen to
have been made by W. R. Harper, Wilbert W. Vflaito, The Biblical
Seminary of Kew York, Princeton Theological Seminary, Union
Theological Seminary of Vii\:lnia, Asbury Theological Seminary,
Bible Seiiiinaries of the Inter-American Ilissionary .'Society,
the Free Methodist Church, and the Assemblies of God.
Jsnclu/ricns . This chapter revesils that the science of
inductive reasoning is a very old one reaching as far back as
the time of Socrates, but its adaptation to Biblical studies
is practically confined to this present century. The chapter
further points up the fact that until recently only the
ndnistrp, primarily, has had access to the Inductive approach
to the Bible, but now the seeds sown during the last fifty
years are beginning to mature and the laity of the Church
are benefiting by the new approach. There are grounds, there
fore, to conclude that the light kindled by W, R, Harper and
Wilbert v.. V.hite will ignite nev; fuel and thus continue to
grow brighter through the years ahead.
CHAPTER III
THE THEORY OF THE IHDaCTIVE APPROACH
TO BIBLE STUDY
Little hac been written that would furnish these
students interested in inductive study of the hible with a
knowledge of the theory which actually miderlies this new
methodology. Several have undertaken to outline the actual
technique or the step-by-step method without any statement
of the philosophy which might justify their type of Bible
study* Those who liav� touched upon both the theory and th�
technique involved in inductive Bible study have not clearly
distinguished between the two* It is believed tiiat Bible
students should have more access to the under^irding theory
of the method . Of the books and pan^hlete which bear upon
either, raiethod or technique has received the greatest atten
tion* This means that effort has been made to build a
structure of :nethod without adequately laying the philo
sophical foundation*
In this chapter and th� one to follow the two will be
viewed separately. This chapter v;ill undertake a brief con
sideration of the theory of induction in general and its
specific adaptation to Biblical study. Attention will b�
given to the general nature of induct lor; as opposed to de
duction. Evid�nc� that inductive reasoning is more otu^io
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than deductive reasoning will be given. And some fallacies
of induction will be viewed. The def" nation and ohapaoter-
istios of the inductive approach to Bible study will be de
scribed and its aims stated,
I. GENERAL CONSIDERATION OF INDUCTION
Definition and Characteristics of .,:.v. . .Co.^i.-. The term
"induction" belongs to that branch of philosopli^'^ laiown as
Logic. "Deduction", an antithetical process of the same
science naturally follows any consideration of the Inductive
method. "The term � inductive', obviously comes from the
Latin which means to �lead in* and is the opposite to
'df-ductive' (lead out)."l "L^_^i�SLuit* word translated by
o\ir word �irduction,' is � , , precisely the process ci
be lip: led or ^rov.. - i. up tc apprehension of fixed and essen
tial forms . . , ,"^ These two instruments of the hiunan
mind are viev;ed by logicians as being supplemental to each
other. It is said that in the actual "concrete procedures
of human cognition induction and deduction may never be
separated, "3 A logician makes this comment:
^George Allen Turner, Portals To Bible oopM (Wilmore,
Kentucky: Asbur:/ Seminary Press, 1957T7 P� 3.
2 John Dewey, hoplc, 7hc Iheory of Inquiry (Hew Yorkt
H. Holt and Otnipany, u^^), pp. 4:2Z^2^,
^Francis H. Parker, Logic as a Human Instrunont (New
York: Harper Publishing Co., 195977 h � - ' �
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One might even go so far as to say that there Is no
deductive argument where there is not also a correspond
ing Inductive type of proof that is directly relevant
and comes into play conctirrently and the same would hold
also for an Inductive argument with reference to the
corresponding and relevant deductive demonstration. Yet
even though inseparable, the two types of argument are
quite distinct; and one cannot understand their con
current functioning without understanding the distinct
contribution of each.*
Wolf has divided his Textbook of Logic -Irto two main
divisions: (1) Formal Logic and (2) Inductive Logic, He
says :
The reasoning by which most of our knowledge is
obtained is of two main types as regards the starting
point from which it sets out. It may start from some
assort ic 1:3 or statements, behind which it does not go,
and seek to unfold their l-aplications . Or it may start
from oh served facts and try to discover their character
and explanation. The former kind of reasoning may be
described as formal, the latter as inductive.^
What Wolf has called Formal Logic may otherwise be
labeled "Deductive Logic," He has thus shown that basically
there are two reasoning processes, namely. Inductive and
deductive. While pointing out that llvasc two are often used
in conjunotion he has dealt with them separately and admits
that often they are used In relative isolation to each other.
A definitive treatment of induction may thus be best
done when taken alongside Its antithesis�deduction. Both
are reasoning processes, but with different starting points
*Ibid.
^Abraham Wolf, Textbook of (New York: The
l^lacmlllan Goii?>any, 1936), pp. 13-1...
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and divergent goals. That outstandin;: educator of New York
University, Dr. Herman H. Home, has categorically dii^ting-
ulshed these two instruments of the mind in his book entitled
The Psycholo|;?ical Principles of Education. Dr. Home was
well versed in th� philosophy and psyoholo;:, of eduoatlon,
and his works are still deflriitive In these fields. He takes
the position that our aental experience Id a unitary process,
but that "it is possible intellectually, and for the purposes
of examination, to contrast them and explore eac": as separate
functions of the mind. "6 inferences are drawn b, observing
particular instances In Induction, jn deduction th� mind
will first draw a particular conclusion from a general prin
ciple, from which it starts and follows with observation as
to whether its conclusion is true.^ Observation precedes
conclusion in the inductive process, whereas the opposite is
tru� of deductive r�asonlng,�
Sacondly, induction results in the foimilation of
principles, but deduction leacs to the explication of prin
ciples.^ As. Dr. Home says, "'induction defines; deduction
Herman Harrel Home , The Psycholohical Principles of
Education (New York: The MacmlU'an Company, ISOS), p. 17^.
Quoted by Charles R � Eberhardt , The Bible ^Iri the Making of
Ministers (New York: Association Press, i "J. ), p. 12^.
''^Eberhardt , 0�. cit. , p. 130.
^Home, loc . cit , , Quoted by Eberhardt, loc. cit.
^Eberhardt, 1- c ? cit.
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muBtrat��,�*�10
A third distinction noted Is that "'In Induction th�
conclusion is larger. In deduction smaller, than in the prem
ises**"^ m Inductive processes one must take what is known
as the "inductive Itap." That is, induction must leap beyond
a certain number of observed particulars, its promisss, to
its goneral conclusions. Th� degree of certainty is there
for� only as high as the validity of its observations. When
its prer:is�s ar� true deduction yields certainty in its
conclusions because it stays within its premises. But Dr*
Home is quick to note that only a very few general prin
ciples ar� without quostion In tii^lr unlvorsal application*"^^
Fourth, Induction provides th� general principles
from #ilch deduction proceeds. "� Induction is the beginning
of the process of knowledge which deduction concludes* ' ''^25
Herein ie seen the mutual dependence of the processes upon
each other, consequently the fallacy of separating th� two
in the roasoning procoss.
Fifth, "inductions ar� our mental habits In th� pro
cess of formation; deductions are our mental liabits in the
process of application.**^*
"^^me, loc. cit.. Quoted by Eberhardt, loc. cit.
^^Ibid. ^Ibld.
^^Horne, loc, cit., Quoted by Eberhardt, pit., p. 151.
�^^Ibid.
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To the distinctions drawn by Dr, Home, others are
here given as shown by Eberhardt in his chapter on "Induc
tive and Deductive Methods in Education",'^�
Movement is from a part to the whole of a system,
class, or group in inductive reasoning, whereas deductive
movement is from the whole to the part. Induction is thus
from the particular to the general, and deduction is from
the general to the particular,^^
"liiduction is the logic of discovery, while deduction
is the logic of proof ,"-^*'' Through observation of and eaperi-
mentlng upon new instances induction advances knowledge. It,
however, must be noted that "progress in discovery is accel
erated when deduction supplements induction at every point,
thus anticipating a conclusion which observation must teat,"-^
Bacon pointed out that Iciiowlcdge is advanced by induction,
but that in deduction knowledge remains static revolving
"forever in a circle",
Traina points out that the Judgments yielded by in
duction are objective and irupartial, whereas deduction is
^^Sberhardt, loo. jit^. ^^Ibid.. p, 130
^'^Ibid . ^^Ibid.
^%ir Francis Bacon, Advancement of Learning. Novum
Organun , New Atlantis (Vol. XXX of the GreaTTooH^of'THe^
Western Worrd""geries , ed. William Benton, 54 vols . ; Chicago :
Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc., 1952), p, 108,
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oharacterized by subjeotivism and partiality ,20
A "Seminar in the Use of Logio" prepared by Dr. Harold
B, Euhn presents induction as one of three major types of
Inference. He says that the broad divisions of inferential-
method are: (1) Deduction, (2) Induction, and (3) The Scien
tific Method ifhich is a specialization of the riothod of In
duction. The distinctions In point are as follows:
Deduction. This type is concerned with the meaning
and implications of certain premises which are usually
assumed a priori (that is, �in the natiire of things' ) as
true. Deduction is sensitive to such questions as
inclusion and exclusion (that is, with the extent of
propositions as universal or limited), and with validity.
It lends itself to formalizations and to the elaboration
of rules or principles.
Induction. This type Is less concerned with a priori
px�oposit ions , and more concerned witli extent in cases
investigates. In general, it places great emphasis upon
compreiiensiveness, whicli it seeks to achieve by Including
as many cases as possible under its study, prior to the
derivation of principles or 'laws' from -..o behavior
which these cases give. Thus, while Deduction works
downward from the general to the particular. Induction
works upward from the particular to the general.
In his work, van Laer has done a most excellent job
of presenting the distinctive characteristics of these two
divergent instruments of logical He deals with what he calls
^^obert A. Traina, Methodical Bible Study (New York:
Ganis and Harris, 1957), p."Tri
Sip. Henry van Laer, Philosophy of Science (Pitts
burg: Duquesne University, 1956 ) , pp . bT^lTi All quotes and
inferences previous to the next footnote are taken from
this source.
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"the coxmnon scientific methods which are followed in almost
any science." These are, he says, "the deductive and induc
tive methods, and the analytic and synthetic methods." Be
cause of their relevancy to the purpose at hand, the. former
two methods will be here given. The purpose is to see the
two methodologies as van Laer has presented them.
Be views them as the best known and most important
methods in science. Concisely they are defined as:
. . . two ways of progressing in thinking, viz., from
the goi.oral and universal to Llic less uiiiversal or par
ticular and individual, and from the pcortlcular and
individual to tiie general and universal.
In derinition diatiiiotion is made betweoii the "ab
stractly general" or universal and the "collectively gen
eral" .
An abstractly general notion or -^xilyovijal obtained
by means of total or formal abstraction. It is truly uni
versal and applies to all subjects with the same specific
or generic essence.
The collectively general notion, on the other hand,
denotes a certain multitude or collection. Two ways are
evident in which this may occur:
1. The denoted multitude is considered as a whole
... in such a way that what is predicated of the whole
does not necessarily apply to each of the individuals
contained in it. Because such a collective notion is
virtually equivalent to a singular notio ., we will call
it a collectively singular notion. Examples of this
kind of notion are: the American Army, the Duquesne
Basketball Team, the Lewis' Family.
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2� The denoted multitude Is considered as the s\im
total of the Individuals contained in it In such a way
that wnat is predicated of the collective multitude
applies also to each of these individuals. Because such
a notion has a certain general applicability, we will
call it a collectivt ly funeral notion. Examples of thiskind of notion are tSe subjects of the following propo
sitions: planets move in elliptic orbits around the sun;
the students in tMs class are more than fifteen years
old; the trees of this forest are oalcs.
Collectively general notions it is noted result from
a kind of abstraction, namely, analytic abstraction. "The
individuals indicated by it can be ooisq^rehended by one term
because they have something in common and are considered
under this comanon aspect."
Two important differences between universal and
collective notions are observed by van Laer. The first is
with respect to contents . The universal notion has as its
content those characteristics belonging to the specific or
generic osrciice whioli Is indicated by the notion. This
content in logic is called the comprehension of the notion.
On the other hand, the collective notion has as its content
"a concrete multitude of determinate things which retain
their own individuality in the multitude." The content of
such a notion thus varies according to the number of indi
viduals it includes. It is primarily the collection that
is denoted in the collectively singular notion, whereas the
individuals are denoted only as they are, or are considered
to be, parts of this whole. Attention is primarily focused
upon the individual in the collectively general notion and
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upon the multitude only socondarily.
A second difference between universal and collective
notions is with respect to extension. As its extension a
universal notion has "the sum totcLL of all existent or
possible objects represented by the notion, i.e., everything
to which the comprehension of a notion can be applied in the
same way." Those individual things falling under the notion
form a logical whole. The common bond which forms them into
a whole is their logical subordination to the notion. This
is the reason the universal notion extension is not confined
to existent things but also includes all possible objects In
which the notion is verified. The extension of the universal
notion increases as its comprehension decreases, and vice
versa .
A collective notion does not have the same extension
as that of a universal notion. "It does not apply to an
indeterminate number of objects which participate equally in
a common nature expressed by the collective term." The
collectively singular notion Is in fact, virtually a singular
notion. "... a family, for example, is not predicable of
the father alone, the mother alone, or the children alone,
but only of all of them taken together as a unit." The
extension of the collectively general notion Is apparent
only "Inasmuch as each member of the detei�minate multitude
which constitutes the content of the notion can be considered
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eeparately." A collectively general notion is equal to the
sum total of a determinate number of singular notions, but
it does not arise to the level of universality. As for the
bond which unites the members of a collection, it is not
their logical subordination to the notion; rather, it is some
other relation, like that of purpose or origin. It cannot be
said of the collective notion that the extension increases as
decrease is made In comprehension, and vice versa.
Having dealt with a clarification of universal and
collective notions van Laer turns to the subject of universal
and collective judgments . He says that "the extension of a
judgment depends upon the extension of its subject-notion
I*
T/ith this background ho turns to a description of
deduction, m general, ho says, "the term 'deduction' indi
cates the intellectml operation which derives from two
propositions, called 'premises', a third proposition, called
�conclusion'." Only if both premises agree in one common
term will such a procedure be legitimate. For this reason
it is contended that;
. . . it is better to describe deduction by a more
detailed definition as the intellectual operation in
which by means of the comparison of two terms with one
emd the same third (the middle term), expressed lu two
propositions (the premises), the agreement of disagree
ment of the first two terns jscoinos known and is e3:p4?e se
ed in a third proposition (the conclusior ).
A deduction fonmilated in this way Is customarily
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referred to as "deductive" or "syllogistic reasoning".
As for the fundamental principles of deduction, van
Laer says first, that in general a deduction is a reasoning
process which "proceeds from the more universal to the less
universal, the particular or th� singular (the individual);
for exaispl�, from genus to species, or from species to Indl-
vidual." He cites the most is^ortant use as "the application
of general principles and laws to subordinate classes of
things and tc particular cases and individual instances."
Two principles govern the application of these laws: (1)
"whatever is affirmed of a logical whol� is aff irm�d of
every part of this whole," and (2) "whatever is denied of a
logical whole is denied of every part of this whole". It is
made clear that in the mind deduction presuppcsee the possi
bility of philosophical abstraction. By this is meant that
it is possible for one's mind to obtain universal notions,
the objective foundation of which is in the things indicated
by these notions. And consequently. If deduction be applied
to real things, it is also presupposed that the objects
which are indicated by its notions possess a species-indi
vidual structure. The application of a universal proposi
tion to particular cases would otherwise not make sense. As
It is noted:
. � . a universal statement refers to tiie universal
(specific or generic) essence of things, and therefore
by its very nature can be applied to particular cases or
individual thin; s which are individual reallocations of
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that specific essence.
At this point van Laer warms against the use of a
collective proposition instead of a truly universal proposi
tion; for the result will otherwise be a mere pseudo-deduc
tion.
A pseudo-deduction may be of two types. One type
involves an activity of the mind which starts with a collec
tively general proposition and applies it to an individual
or particular case which is included in the collective sub
ject of the collective proposition. This activity would
appear to be a deductive v rocess because seemingly oi.s pro
ceeds from the universal to the particular or individual,
and the procedure is expressed in syllogistic form charac
teristic of a true deduction. But in reality the proposition
used for the major premise is a collectively general proposi
tion, the subject of which is a concrete multitude of indi
vidual cases, ihe proposition Is thus equal to a number of
individual Judgments. � � the 'conclusion* predicates of
an individual exactly the same thing which In the '.aa,jor�
had already been predicated of it together with other indi
viduals," This type is not easily taken as a pseudo-deduc
tion,
Th� falsehood of the second type of pseudo-deduction
is not quite as evident, "m this type, the 'major � is a
collective px'oposltlon which is extended to a case that is
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not Included In the collective subject but closely resembles
those that are Included." ere, the "major" is made to bear
upon analogous cases. Such a mental procedure occurs nftien a
rule which Is obtained by a mere experience in certain partic
ular cases is extended to analogous cases which are not
included in the collection of cases covered by experience.
The first type of pseudo-deduct ion gives a so-called
"conclusion" which is certain and true, but It does not
teach anything new. The second type, however, may give
either a true or false "conclusion".
It is necessary to insist upon the difference in a
true and pseudo-deduction for otherwise the danger is to let
the conclusive force of a true dedi.cticn be put on par with
that of the pseudo-deduct ion. A true deduction can lead to
scientific knowledge, but a pseudo-deduction cannot. It may
however, have a certain practical value.
Thus concluding his treatment of deduction, van Laer
begins a study of induction in general. The different kinds
of induction are introduced and elaborated upon.
One is to imderstand induction in general as a pro
cess }ysf which "one passes from the less universal to the
more universal, or, more strictly, from the individual or
particular to th� general or \iniversal." van Laer says that
the term "induction" is usually reserved for that intellec
tual process which "derives a general Judgment from Judgments
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concerning particular or individiial complexes of data."
Such a general judgment can have a twofold character. It
could be collective, that is, collectively general, or uni
versal (abstractly goneral). Since these two types of judg
ments differ, the corresponding types of induction differ
and thus demand a separate treatment.
The first type of induction is called non-scientific
induction and it is of two varieties, namely, induction by
complete eniimeration and incomplete induction completed by
analogy. Non-scientific Induction is characterized by its
procedure from the individual or particular to the collec
tively general.
When one makes a collective judgment he jointly
enumerates individual statements about particular phenomena
without penetrating into the real essence of things. As an
exarr:)le, one may have observed each planet separately and
seen that they have a smaller density than that of the
Earth, This observation may be thus expressed: all other
planets have a smaller density than that of the Earth. The
value of such reasoning lies simply in the fact that "it is
an easy way of summing up in one statement many individual
statements."
When the enumeration leading to the collective state
ment extends to all the individual cases in which a certain
predicate is found to be truthfully predicable of its
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subject or not, the variety of Induction here eriployed is
called complete induction or induction by complete enumera
tion* But when the enumeration does not cover all individual
cases, and the collective Judgment is yet extended to the
non-observed cases with the belief that they, too, have the
same character, this inductive process is labeled incomplete
but completed by analogy. Conclusions attained in this
fashion are not always true, and one mast understand that
the collective Judgment is only a rule which will apply most
of the time.
The second type of induction van Laer calls scien
tific induction which is distinguished by its procedure from
the individual or particular to the abstractly general. It
is so called because "it leads to truly scientific state
ments and laws." But it is also called incong)lete Induction
due to the fact that complete observation of all instances
is not necessary in this kind of induction.
It is often possible to conclude from one's observa
tion of individual and particular cases of the same kind to
the abstractly general or universal, from the individual to
the genus or species, and thus arrive at truly universal
concepts and Judgments* Such a possibility is evident when
the particular observations relate to qualities which have
an essential or necessary character, "so that they must be
present in all objects having the same essence, i.e., in all
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objects denoted by one and the same abstract concept or
belonging to the same logical whole." When this is true one
can make a Judgment about this essence which is truly univer
sal. Because this kind of induction is so iiiiportant and due
to the difficulties arising in Its philosophical foundations
van Laer has devoted a full chapter to this method ,22
Coaanenting upon the value of the general conclusions
obtained by scientific induction he says that "presupposing
that the inductive process has been executed correctly, one
may say thct the resulting statements have a character of
necessity." This necessity is nevertheless quite different
from the necessity which is proper to metaphysical statements
and principles whioli are based upon an insight into th�
essence of things. He continues i
� � . Per this reason our Ii:iowledge can be deficient
in many respects, and these deficiencies will reveal
themselves in the inductive ccnclusions. Hence it is
important to keep in mind that the necessity of a state
ment ectahlished by induction is fcro: ; i-clathvx or
hypothetical . By these terms we mean tli^u liie stato-uent
in Tuftiich this necessity is expressed is valid only:
1) In the universe as it actually is, and not in any
possible material universe}
2) For that part of the particular domain which has
been investigated by moans of observation and experi
mentation ;
3) With the degree of exactness which is warranted by
this observation and e.\]ierlmentation.
22 Ibid., pp. 77-103.
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Henoe, theoretically at least, a statement established
by Indu.vrion remains always open to revisi-> . . extension,
restriction, and more accurate fomulat ion.^5
With this van Laer concludes his treatment of that
type of induction knows as scientific induction. But let it
be noted that his conclusion as to the relative or hypothet
ical validity of t:cnera_l2ations inductively attained applies
equally as well to what he called non-scientific induction.
The Primacy Z:.\ . m the foregoing pages the
characteristics of induction have been viewed as against its
antithesis�deduction. Of these two basic forms of logic
induction would appear the nocit i*undainental * It is founda
tional in the reasoning processes, deductive logic being its
ev^r close ini^pleiaent. Hora� has classified induction as
the beginning of the knowledge pi'ocess which is completed by
deduction .24
Conclusions m�Qr be established as tm e when one's
assumptions are true. However, as the chain is no stronger
than its weakest linh, so is a conclusion no stronger than
its premises. A conclusion may be valid and yet false, if
the premises from which it was derived should be false.
Only by insuring the truth of the promises can one arrive at
^'^^id,, pp. 99-100,
^^Home, op. cit . Quoted by Howard Iiir-.:a: Kuist,
These V ord.^ Upon'^y Heart (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox
rroEs^TTW), p. 1)17
knowledge which Is not only valid but true. It Is at this
point that recourse to inductive argument is made. IVo
establish the truti. (or falsity) of our deductive propositicns
by inducing them from immediate experience, "by observing
that the connections which these propositions i^ei orallze ai'e
embodied in actual Individuals,"^� That this is true is
further indicated by the following comment:
In. the case of Induction � � � the cognitive process
moves, so to apeak, from the level of the sensible to
that of the intelligible. In contrast, in deduction
th� process moves exclusively on the intelligible level.
This is not to say, of course, "tiiat the premises miiich
we employ in a doductive argument may not hav� b��n
foui�i�d on �xp�ri�nc� and so �stablished inductively.
Indeed, there is no need denying the fact that ulti
mately all our knowledge is derived from experience and
based on it.26
van Laer has agreed with this observation. In general
he says, all one's Imowledge has its beginning in s�ns�-
�xp�rienc�, by which is meant knowledge of the concrete and
Individual; "hence the inductive process Is the most funda
mental of all human knowledge," Induction is the road
which leads from th� level of the sensible and the partic
ular to the intellectual and universal. There is a sense,
he says, in which one may view induction as the more natural
for man than deductive reasoning,27 And Aristotle is cited
as maintaining that "induction is even the only way in
25Parker, op, cit . . p, 375.
van Laer, o�, cit.. p, 65.
26 Ibid,, p, 242,
27,
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which man can obtain Intellectual insight. "^8 stuart Mill
has gone so far as to say that each deduction is in reality
a pseudo-deduction, since. In his opinion, universal notions
and universal judgments are impossible. He agrees that
experience alone is the source of all knowledge. Thus induc
tion is actually the only scientific method. To him a
general statement, regardless of how elementary, has no
other value than a collection of single statements about
factual data. But this view is contended by van Laer .2�
Some �.l'!.aaI:-^_ of Induction. The final chapter of
Searles text, LcclQ and Scientific Methods Is devoted to
"fallacies of induction and scientific methods". Consid
eration of these seems relevant. The student who is in
terested ir. inductive Bible study surely needs to be aware
of the perils or dangers which an inductive frame of refer
ence iriposes upon him. Claim Is not made here, however, to
a statement of all th� possible errors one may entertain
when employing inductive logic.
According to Searles the more important "so-called
28post Anal.. Book II, chapter 19; ICX) b 3 ff.
Quoted by van Laer, op. cit., p. 65.
^''van Laer, loc. cit.
^%erbert L. Searles, Logic and Scientific Llethods
(New yorks The Ronald Press Company, 1956), pp. 318-330.
All quotes and inferences in the subdivision under considera
tion are tak^ from this source.
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Induotlvo fcLLlacles" are (1) individual prejudloes and pre-
poaaessions, (2) fallacies of observation, (3) fallacies of
classification, (4) fallacies in the use of hypothesis, (5)
fallacies Incident to the determination of causes, (6) hasty
genercaiaatlon, (7) false analogy, and (8) statistical
fallacies. These will be dealt with in the order given.
1, Individual Prejudices and Prepossessions. These
psychological factors of the mind are hazards which constant
ly tend to destroy objectivity in research. This source of
error was recognized by the early pioneer of scientific
methods, Francis Bacon, who made mankind generally guilty
of falling prey to this fallacy. There is need, however,
to distinguish between the tmdlsoiplined mind and that one
which has been trained to be objective.
2. Fallacies of ObservatlcT. Inductive inferences
are drawn upon the basis of evidence observed. It in thus
nece3S�iry to be aware of fallacies which might attend one's
observation. Observation may he incomplete, "neglecting
either instances or related circumstances which should be
observed," There is a close relationship to the previous
fallacy of prejudice since a common form of this fallacy
"is the selection of positive instances and the neglect of
negative ones due to some form of special interest, inatten
tion, bias, or selective memory." And observation may be
inaccurate, and for several reasons, namely: (1) physical.
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(2) physiological, and (3) psychological � By physical fac
tors aro meant "those v/hioh have to do with the medium in
which or by which observations are made," such as darkness,
fog, haze, etc. A defective instrument may be a contributing
factor to the distorted observation. Such factors as fatigue,
and abnormality or limitations of the sense organs are called
physiological reasons. It was previously noted that preju
dice was a psychological factor affecting acjjoracy of obser
vation. Other psychological reasons for inaccurate observa
tion are emotl<�i, imagination, L.nd iru splaced attention. "The
chief so\irce of Inaccurate observation is, however, found In
the confusion of what is actually observed with inferences
which are made from the observations."
3. Fallacies of Classification. These are three
kinds. Incomplete classification "is a simple breach of the
rule that a classification Bho-il^i be exhaustive." All known
data must be classified. Of the data known to exist the sum
of the parts should equal the whole. "For example, if we
Glass if;- mammals, and leave out the whale because it has
many of the characteristics of the fish, we would commit this
fallacy." Overlapping classification is a "violation of an
obvious requirement that a classification should be such
that the subclasses should be mutually exclusive." Cross
classification disregards th� principle that "a classifica
tion should be based upon a ^i^i^Ie^ principle." The example
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cited is when one might classify poetry, drama, essay, fic
tion and en'ertc in lent as being the field of litcratiire.
Here is a cross classification since both the principle of
literary form and the principle of purpose have been used.
4, Fallacies in the Use of Hypothesis. Searles says,
"bxi hypothesis should be of such a nature that its conse
quences may be deduced, in order to be confirmed or refuted."
And he contends that if the hypothesis cannot be so formu
lated then it is doubtful that it can account for tiic facts.
Violation of this rule leads to stalemate and therefore
constitutes a fallacy, ^^either shoiild one's us� of an
hypothesis be contrary to fact. To speculate an hypothesis
as to what would have happened if something other than what
did happen had happened is harmless. But to use this as an
argument to prove something would be a fallacy.
5. Fallacies Incident to the Determination of Causes.
Theee are six In number according to Searles, He calls th�
first error "Post Hoc hr-o Propter Hoc (After that, therefore,
caused by that)." This coinmon error assumes without suffi
cient �vid�nc� that since two incidents stand in temporal
succession they are therefore related,
A second fallacy relative to the determination of
causes is "Insufficient analysis and �nunQration of ante
cedents." This has in its background the method of o:r t;:.>I-
mental Inquiry set forth by John Stuart Mill known as the
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method of agreement , Searles has dealt with it In his
volume and thus points to a possible hazard in the method.
The rule of the method of agreement is s
If two or more instances of the phenomenon under
investigation have only one circumctmnce in oox3inon,
the cireumstanoe in which alone all the instances agree,
is the cause (or effect) of the given pjioncncnon.
The ijorrcit use of the iiotr.cd of agreement presupposes
. .an exliauatlv� enumeration of the antecedents, and an
elimination of all irrelevant factorn.'* When this is not
so, one is likely to conclude that some common event Is the
cause when in reality it is not.
A third fallacy incid^t to the determination of
oaun.-. is known as insufficient analysis and enumeration of
d.lf rerc"cea. Searles is again dealing with another of the
oethods of experimental Inquirer formulated by Mill. The
method of difference has as its rule:
If an instance in which th� ;
'
.rr.cnc-ci. dor investi
gation occurs, and an instance in which it does not
occur, ! avo everj circumstance in common save cr.e, that
one occurring only in the former; the circumstances in
which alone the two instances difj'cr, is the effect, or
the cause, or an indispensable part of the oause, of
the ph�nom�non.
If th� investigator fails to take into accoiint th�
many dirfcrmces which my be present vlion positive incidents
and negative incidents are compared, he is in error in his
use of the method of difference.
The fourth fallacy incident to th� determination of
causes is to mistake "accidental, tei^poral, and partial con-
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oomitano� for causal or functlcaial relations."
The fifth fallacy in point is th� confusion of condi
tion and cause, i3ut condition is not cause. By "cause" is
meant "some specific event which brings about another specific
event called the effect." However, every cause-effect rela
tion does have a set of "related conditions under which it
takes place, and in th� absence of which it would not occur."
It Is the cause which produces the effect, "whereas th�
condition Is a part of the cause and provides the opportunity
for the operation of the cause."
In t;:e sixth place one can confuse the cause with the
reciprocal relation, and be in error- Reciprocals are those
influences which mutually affect each other in th� cause-
effect relation. Fcr instance, "education and eugenics are
reciprocal in producing a sound, intelligent, educated, and
effective population." But to take one of those in isolation
as the single cause of human well-being, or its neglect as
the only cause of deterioration, is to labor in error,
Th� seventh and last of th� incidents in which one
may be in error relative to the d�t�rmination of causes is
that of confusing sufficient and necessary conditions. Here
is th� way Searles expresses this hazard:
. , � a proposition � may be said to be a sufficient
condition for another proposition q when th� ass�rtion
"� implies q" is time. A proposition � states a neces
sary condition of another proposition q if "not �
implies not �" is true, in other words, "whenever p
is true, � is true" asrerhc that a rufficient condition
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exists and "only when � is true, � is true" asserts that
a r.occssary condition exists. Mien these are confused a
fallacy results. For example, having a good football
coach is a necessary condition for a winning team, but
not sufficient, since so many other factors cmtor in,
such as team spirit, ability of players, school support,
leadership qualities of the captain, etc.
6� Hasty Generalizations* This is the mistake of
inferring more than the known data allows. Those who draw
"conclusions about all cases when only som^e cases have been
observed or have been observed inadequately" are misusing
induction.
7. False Analogy. This operates according to the
principle "that things wliich resenible each other in some
respect are the same in others as well." But it is a false
analogy to think that since Hoy and Tom both have a temper
and intelligence of quality that Tom will be thrifty and
honest in that Roy also has these attributes.
8. Statistical Fallacies. This is the last of the
so-oalled inductive fallacies discussed by Searles. It may
be of at least four types.
Unrepresentat ive sampll ii Is a form of hasty gen
eralization. By way of example, one mi^t inquire or r;ls
next five neighbors as to their opinion of a subject and
conclude on the basis of their response that this sample is
representative of the entire community.
It is also fallacious to Hp-.h, i'f;r:u,lt.j derived from
piroup phenrrpjio. to individual oa^c: . This is a common
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misinterpretation of the layman. The man who prepared to
die on a certain day because his insurance company had In-
formed him of his "life expectancy" is an example in point.
Failure to state the reliability of results is mis
leading to those who study the statistical reports. Not to
do so tends to suggest to the layman that statistical results
are both reliable and certain. What is really claimed is a
certain degree of probability within a certain margin of
error- In scientific studies this is usually precisely
given .
The fallacy of chance correlation in statistics is
that of �Uis\iming that since a statistical correlation does
appear between two different groups of phenomena, "the
factual basis for an actual correlation exists in the phe
nomena themselves rather than in the statistical procedure,"
These are the more in^iortant errors committed in the
use of induction In the sciences according to Searles. It
appears that all eight of them may be applicable to Bible
study when performed inductively, but it is beyond the r/ar-
pose of this study to endeavor this adaptation. The primary
purpose here has been merely to state the fallacies as they
might appear in a general use of induction, and thus enrich
the background of inductive Bible study ^
Summary, In the first half of this chapter effort
has been made to furnish a general background knowledge of
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the science of Induction or what is known as inductive logic.
Induction has been viewed as over againec its antitijesis�>
deduction. Evidence was presented that induction is the more
basic of the two reasoning processes. Several of the
fallacies to which inductive thinking is subject were also
given consideration.
II. ADAPTATION OF lUDTJCTION TO BIBLS STJDY
Not until recent years have Biblical studies benefited
greatly from the adaptation of the science of induction. The
historical aspect of this study was dealt with in Chapter II.
Bible study of this fashion now has reached the point where
It may well be considered a science of its ov/n. Several
schools on the graduate level presently maintain an English
Bible Department in which inductive Bible study is the major
eisphasls .
With the rising of this new approach to the Scriptures,
it is in order that consideration be given to the nature of
such an approach. Attention has been given to the science
of Inductive locic in general, noting its nature and general
characteristics, its primacy as a reasoning process, and some
fallacies to which it is subject. The focus is now to be
turned upon the adaptation of induction to the study of the
Soriptvires �
r-oflnition and Characteristics of Inductive Approach
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to Dible Study . Special us� is made of the term approach in
this treatise. Reference to the inductive approach is
equivalent to speaking of the inductive theory e:i3raced o^;
li^ES?. roind which mores toward Soriptiire. as opposed to
the inductive technique or method which will be later defined
at length in Chapter IV, This specialized use of the term
is not without justification.
One's philosophy of learning or understanding of the
psychology of learning makes up his frame of mind when
stucying the Bible. It is felt that the term approach is
better suited to point up this mind-theory relationship. The
terra approach suggests movement toward the Bible, whereas the
term method would seem to better fit the teclaiique or move
ment within the Bible. This distinction has not always been
clear in the terminology of inductive Bibl� sl/udy. Mien on�
reads Traina � s , Methodical Bible Study { a manual on method ) ,
it is observed that both the concepts of theory and technique
are �mbodiai in the term method. And the same is true of
his use of the terra approach , He uses the terms method and
approach interchangeably .31 This would seem to be misleading.
The student must be afforded opportunity to visualize the
difference between the science, philosophy, psychology, or
theory of inductive Bible study and the actual methodology
Traina, o�. cit,. p, 8,
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op toohniqu� involved In th� practical application to a Bible
book. For this purpose it would 30�ia that antithetical us�
of th� terms approach and method is desirable � The t�nn
approach is then employed as denoting that theory-mind rela
tionship which chaj^acterizes the inductive Bible study
student �
One cannot com� to Scripture in a vacuum. He comes
either with an inductive or with a deductive frame of refer
ence. The student who has mastered the principles or theory
of induction and their adaptation to Bible study comes to
the Bible with an attitude which is supportad by this
mentally dig�st�d content, Inductiv� approach may then refer
to the subjective attitude of the inductive Bibl� student
as opposod to th� ob j�ctiv� action carried out within the
Bible itself. For a fuller definition and statement of the
distinguishing characteristics, the reader is referred to
Chapter IV, Further justification of the specialized use of
the terms is also given.
It should be evident that the inductive approach to
the Bible is a specialized adaptation of the science of
induction to Bible study. It Is the application of the
scientific method to the theory of Bible study. "White . . ,
concurs with Burroughs in the assertion that Bible study
iHust be essentially scientific ,"^^ Eberhardt shows that
32Eberhardt, o�, cit.. p. 120
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"scientific method" is both an attitude and a method. It is
both rational and en?>irlcal, involving observation, experi
ment and calculation,^ The inductive theory of Bible study
embraces a scientific toii?>er of mind v dch recognises a fact
and honestly admits its force and which seeks freedom from
ecclesiastical bondage. Free and honest investigation are
aii�ng its basic postulates,"'"- The new approach seeks to
draw a stroke through the "\atraref inements of dogmatic,
rationalistic, and obscurantist interpretation,"^�
Dr. George A. Turner gives some characteristics of
inductive Bible study theory with which every student should
be acquainted. He says that procedure should be from the
circumference to the center. Also, inc .ictive Bible study
should moves
� . � from fact to principle, irou details to a
synthesis, from factual evidence to conclusions, from
the specific to the general, from the concrete to the
abstract. It is zealous to gather all the pertinent
evidence before drawing conclusions; it believes that
no e;:;- lanation is preferable to the vrrcnr one, it pre
fers tc defer a final decision until all the evidence
is gathered rather than hazard a decision on slender
evidence
Several essential featixres endsraced in the tlieory of
inductive Bible study were presented by Dr. Howard T. Kuist
to the faculty and student body of Princeton Theological
33 Ibid,, p. 121. 34 lb id., p. 33.
35 lb id., p. 190. 36fpumer, loc. cit,.
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Seminary In 1944 ,3*'' To these he has also given the name
"recreative method" ,
1. Inductiv� Bible Study is Direct. By this is meant
that the textbook for the study of th� English Biblo for
instance, is th� English Bible I No other textbook or com
mentary regardless of their value as an accessory tool will
usurp th� plac� of firsthand contact with th� Bibl� itself �
"What more direct avenue to the literary beauty, cultural
power, and spiritual essence of the Bible can be found for
us," he asks, "than in the incomparable, rugged, elemental
Anglo-Saxon of the King James Version?" He further points
out that the American Standard Version affords a most suitabl�
�U�ranpc:nent of conposltional units for inductive study. Th�
paragraph divisions of this more exact version is in point.
What Kuist has labeled the direct approach may be geometri
cally illustrated by th� following diagram which is contrast
ed with the deductive or indirect approach to Scripture.
Student K ^ / Other Sources
Student) > ( (Bible V
Bible
FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2
DIRECT (nroUCTIVE) INDIRECT (DEDUCTIVE)
BIBLE STUDY BIBLE STUDY
^^Howard TlllLian Kuist, "The Use of the Bible in the
Forming of Men" (A reprint from the June 1944 issue of The
Princeton Kci.iinar/ Bulletin ) , p. 9.
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m an article entitled "Giving the Bible Its Sway"
w!xich appeared In the November 24, 1958 issue of iristianity
?Q<^^y the author, while not labeling it as such, called for
a firsthand study of the Bible. IShat he says is most Appro"
priate to the induct ive approach: "it consists primarily in
objective sition of the teaching of Scripture in its own
terms and categories." Dr. W, W. miite often used the
slogan: "Let us have ^xsootirse to the recoils ."^^ Wagner
quotes G. G. Iforgan as saying that "no one can study by
proxy. . � * It 13 this personal firsthand work with wMch I
am dealing:" liozv^ai^ meant by l Ir^tho^id study the use of the
Bible itself by the student before reference was made to
other sources .3^5 That iiiductive Bibl� study is direct thus
raises the question of a-^db or use ox secondary sources.
^st bow important or what place are these given in a theory
of Bibl� study wlilch calls itself Inductive?
There arc; a variety oi aids v^hicii ax�e both desirable
and neoesiiary. Dr, ICuist says that by the time th� student
has reached the point in his analysis of a Bible book that
his attention is focused upon the study of words and senten
ces he is ready to resort to secondary sources for help.
These various aids correspond to different kinds of
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problems wlaich are raised in serious study. For help in
determining the meaning of words he turns to the lexicon.
In matter of syntax�process of analysing and classify
ing the modes of esroression presented by a language�he
turns to the grammar. To follow up the broader usage of
words he will consult the concordance. The Bible diction
ary will provide hirn with general information relating
to topics, facts, and questions of recearch in history,
geography, philology, and pronunciation. The Atlas will
enable him to orient his work in terms of the map. C^m-
montaries on the various books will offer him assistance
in natters of introduction, exegesis, or finished ex
position. Ability to read the text in the original
languages will be indispensable if he is to specialize
in Biblical studies. '^^
Gettys advises to study the passage of the Bible first
in order to locate the problem dealt with, then to use
reference works for background, to return then to the passage
for interpretation, and then to verify the interpretation by
the commentaries^ Dr. Delbert R. Rose suggests that secon
dary soiirces be utilized for the purposes of completion,
correction, and confirmation .^2 ^he curriculum of Biblical
Seminary of New York suggests eight disciplines which are
essential to Inductive Bible study. They are (1) language,
vernacular and original, (2) history, (3) : syohclo ; , (4)
theology, (5) sociology, (6) pedagogy, (7) henneneutios, and
^%uist, o�. cit,, p. 106.
Joseph M. Gettys, How to Enjoy Studying the Bible
(Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press, 1946), p. 43.
^^Lecture Notes for class on Introduction to New
Testament Theology, Asbury Theological Seminary, 1960.
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<8) homilotlos.*3
In Itn� with reference to aids to Bible study, Briggs
makes a laost sweeping statement which points up the tremend-
our Job belonging to the Bible interpreter. He sayst
All the sciences and arts, all the literatures and
histories, all the philosophies and religions of the
world, gather about the Bible to make contribiAtions to
its study and derive help frcu itt; induction. A student
of the Bible cev s encyclopedic knowledge . [underlining
not in p The Bible will never be riastered in all
its parts Vint 11 it is set in th� midst of universal
knowlod^^o * -
While th� inductiv� theory of Bible study �spouses
the direct approach to th� Word, such an appi^oac: does not
preclude past accoiaplishracnts in one's study. "Great light
is tlnK>wn upon the text by the study of th� vi�ws of those
who, through the centuries, in many lands, and from th�
various points of view have studied the Scriptures ,"^5 rpju^
serious minded studwit cannot b� so presximptuous as to
neglect their efforts. But ho will also maintain that in-
d�p�nd�nt, s�lf-h�lp attitude of the Bible. IJote Brigp?3�
comment :
. � � it ie the best check to presumption, to Imow
that every view that is worth anything must pass through
the furnace. Any cxagete who would accoagjllsh anything
^"^Eberhardt , o�. cit.. pp. 170-174.
^*G, A. Briggs, r-tad of Poly Scriptures (Edinburgh:
T. and T. Clark, 1898), p. 2.
^^Ibld.. p. 31.
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should know that he is to eacpos� himself to the fire
that centres upon any combatant that will enter upon
this hotly contested field* Prom the study of the
Scriptiires he will come into contact with human vie?t?s,
traditional opinions, and dogmatic prejudices. On the
one side these will severely criticize and overthrow
many of his resxilts; on the other his faithful study of
the V(/ord of God will be a fresh test of the correctness
of those human views that have hitherto prevailed. Thus,
from acting and reacting influences of this conflict,
the truth of God will maintain itself, and it alone will
prevail
Secondary sources are advantageous when properly used
and kept in their place. That place, according to Gray, is
"not before but after one has gotten an outline of a given
book for himself." He contends that an erroneous or Imrer-
fect outline of one's own is better than a perfect outline
of sovaeone else's. He holds that "the necessity to alter it
when, by comparison, the error is discovered may prove a
valuable discipline and e ducat ion . "^'''
Direct or independent study of the Bible in the
initial stages of one's investigation has a desirable effect
upon the intellectual development of his mental abilities.
"To be ever leaning on help from others is like walking on
stilts all one's life and never attempting to place one's
feet on the ground, "^^ Independent reading of the Bible
4 6 Ibid.
James M. Gray, Row to 'lac tor the English Bible
{Chicago: The Bible Institute hhTl ua ;.,ssociat ion, 1904),
p. 48.
^Qjl id., p. 49.
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secures the deliverance from intellectual confusion which so
often plagues the student who makes secondary sources of
primary Importance. Qaite often, one is tempted, when con
fronted with an interpretative difficulty, to turn immediately
to the commentary for help. It is observed that the search
for some solution to one problem leads to searching for
another, and then another.*� Vos recoimaends that one's in
dependent Bible reading be done in the American Standard
Version since it is relatively free from editorial comment.
The student should not be influenced by these, but shoiHd
first be free to reach his own conclusions on the basis of
what he finds .50
G. Campbell Morgan was deeply convinced of the fact
that "... human thought is subject to the Word and not the
V/ord to human thought." He is quoted as saying, "the Bible
found me". Upon the celebration of his fifty years of Bible
ministries, he said:
I have listened to the voices of the ages, but I have
not sought nessa es from them. On the contrary, I
have sou^t to find the bearing on these voices from
the ViTord of God. ... I have never found an hour in my
ministry in which the Bible has had no message .51
*
h_^h^., pp. 50-51.
50Howard P. Vos, Effective ilble Study (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing House, 1956), p. 17.
S^Wagner, op. cit.. pp, 35-36.
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The ^relationship of th� stndont to the T31blo and
other eoxa*c�s la seen In a guiding principle given by Eulsts
"Seek help in interpreting difficulties from otLo^ sources
only vhm\ you hav� first opened th� powers of your own recep
tivity to what you arc reading
James I;� Todd recognises a peril constituted by the
abundanoe of literary aids of which the modem student of th&
Bible nay avail I'nsclf � Relative to tho direct approach
maintained by the inductive theory of Bible study he nrnlsee
the following observations
A little reflection will reveal that .0 th� Fourth
Gospel was first writt^ no such proceduz^ this he
means the substitution . what men hav� si. "c about the
text fop the text it.jolfJ was followed. Its winter did
not append to it a commentary in order that his XH^aders
might understand vh&t he meant, K� felt that th� work
would interpret itself. It was written as a piece of
direct evangelistic propaganda, and its avowed purpoo�
was to arouse faith, not to befog intelligence. It was
designed to stand on its^fiwn merits, and to convey
elearl^ its own message^
He does not overlook, hov^over, th� fact of difference
between the language and oustotas of th� first century Clu?-!�-
tians and those of the modez^ <ioy* hut he does contend that
for the modem Christ If r; rr ioh is a "casual recipient" the
literary structure of the Bible book is sufficient clue to
'^*'Boward Tillina:-! Kuist, IIow to I'jnjoy tho .h.bl;
(Richmond, VirGinias Reprinted 'from^iM& '^oi^vtcr^ar' of ^h�
South", 1941), p. 9.
^Jlames K, "irodd, hi^p^^-plpA . :.c\rjcz:,-:/ ..-.^ ( Chicago s
"5 he Bible Institute Jol-->"^;a:;� assocTa'-To""''* rr"""!'/"^', 21.
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to the interpretation .54 por the more serious minded st\xdent
and scholar it is implied that secondary so\irces are essentiea
tools .
m 1956, the John Knox Press, Richmond, Virginia,
published a book entitled Tools For Bible Study, edited by
Balmer H. Kelly and Donald G. Miller. It presents the
following tools: oonoordances , New Testament lexicons, Bible
dictionaries and encyclopedias, grammars of the Greek New
Testament, archaeology, Hebrew , rommars and lexicons. Bib
lical geographies and atlases, ccmientaries, the versions of
the hew Testament, works on Biblical preaching, aM the
iiabbinic IWritings. For each of these categories, a brief
annotation is given for the various available works including
a comparative evaluation. The practical value of each tool
is also discussed. The book is a most excellent ruid� to
the serious student as regau?ds the various aids available to
Bible study.
A bibliography on Bible study is to appetr in the
Pall-Winter 1962 issue of the Asbury geminarian. It has
recently been prepared by Dr. George A. Turner and promises
to give valuable guidance to the student who is unaware of
the many aids to Biblical study.
It is concluded then that the direct approach to
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Scripture does not exclude the indirect study of the Bible.
"\\'hatever brings us into sympatliy and mental contact with
the writer will help us better to understand his line of
thought. "55 Aids to Bibl� study are abundant and they must
be used by the student who strives for mastery. The inductive
theory of Bible study calls for the use of them to supplement
and complement th� firsthand work of the student. But th�y
must not sjtTrlant th� direct approach to th� Scriptures.
An inductiv� approach to th� Bibl� is charactsrized
by movoment from th� familiar to th� unfamiliar. The stu
dent begins with a study of the Bible In his Bother tongu�
and gradually movas to th� originals, vaiite cont�nd�d that
education should be functional and that th� m�ans �mployed
should be thos� b�st adaptad to roach th� mind of the student.
Bj starting with th� vernacular and working back to the
sources he believed was a correct "scientific" approach <,56
One�s earliest contact with the Bible is in the vernacular.
Our mother tongue furnishes the medium for coOTnunicating
the message of the entire Bible. Dr. White believed cur
ricula economies and efficiency were realized by this
55 Joseph Agar Beet, A Key to Unlock the Bible (Dayton,
Ohio: The United Brethem Publishing House, 1907), p. 71.
^^Wllbert ?,ebster White, The Papers . Articles, and
Memorabilia of W. White ."Tol. 15, p.'^TI Qraoted by
PHjerhardt. op.
_ ^ . / .TiOiT^
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procedure .^7
A direct approach to the Scripture then involves th�
study of the Bible in the mother tongue. Countries which
speak other than the English language would study the Bible
in their own tongue. In th� English speaking world students
following tiie inductive method use the English versions.
But English Bible should not necessarily be eq\aated with
inductive Bible study. The approach to many English Bible
courses is doubtless predominately deductive,
2. Inductive Bible Study is Experimental � As a
second feature of the inductive theory of Bible study Dr.
Kuist says that it is experimental.^B By this is implied
that the laboratory method �xccls th� l�cture method which
has b��n characteristic of traditional Bible study in the
various seminaries, and other levels of Bible study as well.
That the student follows a do-it-yourself method is con
sidered a better medium of instruction. In this set-up the
teacher plays the role of guide, outlining the procedures of
study. It is the student's part to "embody these procedures
in practice. "^^ The asslgniMnt is the teacher's immediate
contribution to the student, and the joy of firsthand dis-
� 'Eberhardt, ojd. cit., p. 171,
^%oward Tillman Kuist, "The Use of the Bible in the




covery is the sign that he has had actual contact with the
Biblical material, JUst as there was no short-cut to the
light bulb, but required of Edison many, many hours of in
tensive laboratory work, even so, there is no short-cut in
the making of a sermon. Th� minister unist work with his own
mind in th� raw mat�rials of th� Bibl� before he can convert
then into th� m�ssase suited to this day. "Anxiety to reach
the sermon outline and the sermon must never be allowed to
interfere with the education of the preacher. cj�ttys
spealis of this approach as the "self -ho . " way to study. He
says the student must "dig" out the truth for himself. Th�
studsnt g�ts from his study just what h� puts into It.^-^
His rol� is not m�r�ly that of an int�llectual slot machin�
which swallows the coins of information fed him by his
teacher �
3. Diductive Bible Stxady is Perceptive. Basic to the
theory of Inductive Bible study as Kuist points out is the
idea of perception . That the theory en^races the two former
characteristics of directness and experiment makes imperative
the knowledge of this third characteristic. There is the
prim�U?y call for the student to sharpen and refine his
powers of perception. Kuist has defined perception as "the
culture of the eye as a primary medium of discovery ."^^ Jesas
Ibid. ^-^Gettys, o^. cit.. p. 1. '^*'Kuist, loc. cit.
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made eraphatlc use of the eye and ear In the training of hi a
disciples. According to the Master teacher, "the lamp of
the body is the eye."^ �. . . the ear is a symbol of the
teachable spirit. ('Take heed how ye hear')."^"* It is said
that John Ruskin used to plead for the "innocence of the eye."
He contended that we ouglit to teach our youth to see some
thing, rather than to make primary the teaching of them to
say something. ^5 ppom Conduct of Life Eknerson is quoted as
distinguishing between the common eye which is "satisfied
with the surface on ifliich it rests" and the wise eye that
recognizes the "interior harmonies which conipose the image
of higher beauty. "^^ Referring to the inductive approach
to Bible study under the label "re-creative method". Dr.
Kuist makes th� folicwinj comment relative to the concept of
perception!
. . . For stiidents whose mental processes are dis
ciplined by an alert habit of veracious perception the
direct approach to the composition of th� Bibl� Is like
breathing their native air. But a student unaccustomed
to firsthand observation, or accustomed to read his
Bible chiefly for something to say, experiences prc-
fo\md difficulty. For some students this requires a
practical revolution in their mental and spiritual life.
Por others it means for the first time an emancipation
from slovonly thinking. It is on� thing to road a
te:ctbook about the Bible, and this is necessary for
breadth of knowledge, h t it is not re-creative study I
'^'Matthew 6:22, Quoted by Kuist, loo, cit.
�%ark 4:2S, 24; Luke 8:18. Quoted by Kuist, loc. cit.
^Kuist, lo�. cit, ^^Ibid.. pp. 9-10.
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It requires a distinctly different attitude to hold
oneself to steadfast scrutiny of relationships within
the composition of the Bible itself. This concentration
and cultivation of the senses corresponds to harrowing
the earth in the springtide for the reception of the
life-giving seed. To restore this springtine to the
intellect\ial life of soEie students is indeed a harrowing
experience, but in the end it is a very wholesome one,
for it inevitably leads to the garnering of those fruits
which are the crown and end of a genuinely re-creative
method.ov
An inductive theory of Bible study views the first
duty of th� teacher to train the eye of the student to be �ui
honest servant of the mind. Dr, White believed that "it was
first essential to see the thing as It was."�� What*that
great physiologist, Claude ornard, of Prance, said is in
point here;
Put off your imagination, as you take off your over
coat when you enter the laboratory! but put it on again,
as you do your overcoat, when you leave the laboratory.
Before the experiment and between whiles, let your
imagination wrap you aroimdj put it right away from you
during tiie experiment itself lest it hinder your observ
ing power. ^�
Following this approach to the Bible, one withholds
attention to interpretation until every detail of the passage
of Scripture being considered has been scriitinized and
weighed. Presuppositions and questions of the mind are
tabled while the materials at hand ar� being searched. The
^"^Ibid.. p. 10, ^�Eberhardt, o^. cit., p. 138.
�%hite, op. cit. Vol. 16, p. 4, Quoted by Eberhardt,
hid., p. 139.
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student who would be perceptive will look for enforced liO'-
pressions, not Immediate conviction, Tlie perceptive spirit
recognizes the folly of attempting to fit all narratives
into a preconceived theory, pro or con. It realizes the
mistake of forcing oneself to draw from the Bible material
being sttidied conclusions ""aaich do not come home naturally
and with inherent force�"'^^ j^s said "it is enougli, to
begin Vi/ith, if one is earnest and honest. ""^^ Dr, Vi/hite
suggested: "if you have a preconceived t^ieory, sit loosely
to it as you read." And he continued, "Let th# facts*
persuade you � � � read to be lmprj9e&ed and deepen your
i2i5>ressions until they naturally ripen into convictions."'^
The beginning point for ttie student is with what he can see
for himself. <toe of the best examples of this principle is
illustrated in the story of Professor Agassi z and the Fish,*^^
To be perceptive is to be observing, Traina �s treat
ment of observation as a characteristic of inductive Bible
study is worthy of consideration. He says that "since the
BEGINNING of an inductive process involves noting the
particulars, it is logical that the initial step of method
ical Bible study should be that of observation."'^* A soimd
theory or philosophy of inductive Bible study must of neces-
"^^Eberhardt , loo . cit . > '^^Ibld.
'^^Ibid., pp. 134-138. "^"^Traina, o�. cit., p. 31
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sity hold this as true.
Observation Is held by Traina to be essentially
awareness. As for the general function of observation It is
"to enable one to become saturated with the particulars of a
passage so that one is thoroughly conscious of their exis
tence and of th� need for their explanation.**"^^ Through
observation the data of a Scripture passage becomes part of
the mentality of the student. The raw materials upon which
the mind operates when interpreting are furnished by means of
observation. There are three requisites which make for
correct observation, namely, (1) the will to observe, (2)
exactness in observation, and (3) persistence in observation,
m a Biblical passage there ar� four main constituents which
the observing �y� will not�. It will b� perccptiv� of tho
terms used; the relations and Intdrrelations betwe�n the
terms, or structure of the passage; the general literary
form or forms; and tdkie atmosphere.'''�
To Traina, observation is the first of four proced
ures which make up what he calls **methodical Bible study,"
Much of ^at he says in his manual designed priimrily to
give the student the technique of inductive Bible study may
be classified as theory. This would doubtless be tru� since
no technique of any science can exist apart from some form
'^^Ibid, '^�Ibld.. pp, 31-33.
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of theory, Th� subsequent three steps to his '�raethodical
Bible study" are (1) interpretation ^ (2) evaluation and
application, and (3) correlation.
Relative to the theory of observation Traina says
that although observation cannot b� k�pt p�rfoctly fr�� of
interpretation, th� student should �nd�avor to k��p it at a
miniiauia. On� should not �xpect too littl�, nor too much
from observation. This process should eventuate in som�
significant discoveries. Yet, not all one's findings will
be of equal significance. Observation, on the other hand,
should not be so construed as to be inclusive of the whol�
Bible study process. To do this, he says, is to remove
inductiveness and methodicalness from it. Observation has a
limited, though in^wrtant purpose. This purpose Is fulfill
ed when on� b�comes awar� of th� terms, structure, literary
fo�n, and atmosphere of a passage. "The meaning and appli
cation of that of vihlch the observer becomes aware should
generally await the further phases of study."''"'' "The pur
pose of awareness is to supply the lind with the stuff on
which to work."'^^
Observation is the link which connects the subject
and the object� in this case, the Biblo. By means of ob
servation the mind be corses aware of the coirtponents of a
"^"^Traina, o�. cit.. p. 79, '^Qjbid . . p. 229.
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passage; thua induction has Its beginning. Terms, structure,
general literary form, and atmosphere make up the major
components of a Bible passage. These, then, are the objects
of the perceiving eye. "This is especially true of structure,
which is so important in literary communication and yet Is
perceived only by the observer who diligently searches for
j^^^n79 students are therefore urged to be structure con-
scious.^0 Trains gives a long list of "miscellaneous
suggestions for observing structure", in his manual on pages
63-68.
According to Webster * a Collegiate Dictionaj?y , Fifth
Edition, observation is "the act or faculty of . . . taking
notice; the act or result of considering or marking atten
tively." Dr. Ihiict speaks of it as the "art of seeing things
as they i�eally are."^"'' It entails, he suggests, a seeing
which is impartial, intense, and fearless.
Observation goes hand in hand with analysis, whether
it be of a piece of machinery, or a Psalr. , or even an Old
Testament book of the Bible. It is a matter of taking
careful note of all the parts or facts as they appear in
their original relationships which makes possibl� a later
reconstruction of the whole. White is quoted as saying
'^^Ibld. QQibid.. p. 37.
on
�^�^Kuist, '�h:;v'�i^ ';o-;Js Upon Thy Heart (Richmond,
Virginia: John .'-rr. ..lor-^ 1947), p. 79.
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that ob3elevation Is:
th� intolleotualizlng orocess lts�lf in d�allng
with th� parts. In this stag� Its chi�f fxmctlon is to
take account of the parts, but Inevitably it pushes on
or flows over into noting relationships . � � involving
*J-90rt|os�fflhlances , differences, effects, causes, origins,etc a
It Is thais a perceiving of relationships, a "ventiare
In discovery, Attentive thought results in obsorvation.
In a broader sens� th� word, obs�i*vationB is 8oiaetim�s U3�d
so as to include reflection. At this point it moves from
the empirical to the rational, and may be now classified as
interpretation. "What, in the innocency of his eye, the
observer has discovered to be th� actual facts, h� now in
sincerity of mind infers to be the implications of these
facts Dr. White concluded a treatment on observation by
quoting from John Dewey: "l?he native and unspoiled attitude
of childhood marked by ardent curiosity, fervent imagination,
and the love of experimental inquiry, is near, ... to th�
attitude of the scientific mind.**�^ It should be said that
the scientific mind Is th� obsorvtng, perceiving mind.
This art has its roots deep in personality, and Its
thoory must thus be cultivated diligently by th� stud�nt.
^^VVhite, o^i. cit.. p. 5, from Wieman . Quotad by
Eberhardt, 0�. cit,, p. 122.
Q^^Eberhardt, loc. cit. Q^Ibicl .
^Vilhit�, op� cit.. p. 1. Quoted by Eberhardt, C2. cit.,
p. 122,
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Each on� must learn to stand on his own two feet, m observ
ing �very student is an individual pioneer.�� Success or
failure in Biblical interpretation depends upon how well the
student learns to be objective in his observation. Traina
says one should see how many different observations one can
make on a given passage. He ^ould learn to spend hours in
the process of observation, "It is the disciplined observer
who is the effective and thorough observer.*�*''
A consideration of inductive Bible study theory thus
entails an investigation of observation as an essential
characteristic. An adaptation of the science of induction
to Biblical studies of necessity calls for th� prlsmry place
of observation as has been previously seen, Traina �s sum
mary on observation is subjectively oriented, but it is here
given by v?ay of conclusion, even though the th�or�tical
aspects of observation are only Imxaioitly stated:
There are two marks which c le.r .c-.;.:. ize th� efficient
observer t awareness and tho^yovj^moa^* He is not mechan
ical In his observation," ha : gp ic Ir: alive to the
contents of a passage. He psrccives, he actually s��s.
And h� sees all the coiponoi Jjs of a passage. He takes
nothing for :rx�anted. He disciplines himself to absorb
consciously the entire unit, lie marks attentively each
term. beca\iso he kno?/s that any artist who is worthy of
the name makes a thoughtful and rarposeful selection of
teminology � H� also notes cai^efiaiy the relations and
interrelat1:; 3 between cct:.ii: , He keeps his eyes open
qg
Kuist, o�, cit. . p, 55-56,
^'''Traina, 0�. cit,. p, 75.
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to th� smallest as w�ll as th� lari cat connections � He
pays clos� att�ntlon to th� rcncz^vl lit�rary form and
^3^,^snh�re of a passag�. Xn^bh'lclf; all th� coni^ltucntsof a Biblical unit boco^.ie a part of th� consciousnoss of
th� proficient observer ,<'^^
4. inductive Bible Study is Personal . Dr, Kuist
presents this factor as a fourth and essential feature of the
theory of Inductive Bible study.S� of the features tbas far
considered he says that this la the inost comprel cnsive � It
calls for a personal commitment. It embraces th� principle
set forth in the phras� '*b�lieving is seeing", ^eep spsaks
to deep only in terms of response. Eye oiilture mast bo
attended and corapleted by heart culture."�^ The message
which God has given in the Christian revelation is no mere
abstraction. In his acts God has spohen. Kuist says:
His word, living and active in Scr'ipture, becomes
concrete and articulate in experience, only when the
mind, heart, and will of the interpreter are fused into
a glowing and active �mbodlmont In personal relations.
Academic professionalism is one of the most deadly dangers
to those who handle holy things. The bent which determines
the shape one's minis t2?y will take is in exact propoirtion to
the totality of vital manhood which the student brings to
his study of the Bible. Por as Dr, Kuist has said, "pro-
Q^Ibid., p. 79.




found moral conviotlons and distinctively Christian convic
tions are gained only by volitional daring in the name of the
highest life of the soiil,"^^
The law of personal growth is a clue to objective
awareness in inductive Bible study. The student must ever
be critical of himself. As regards the learning process, he
cannot measure accurately his growth by sorteone else. Actual
growth is measured only when one compares what he is today
with what he was yesterday, or last year. In this manner
the student has a true and reliable clue to himself. By so
doing he "becomes fortified against over-evaluating his
powers, and so of falling victim to an overweening pride, or
a consequent lowering of his level of achievement ."^3 This
self-criticism of one's progress in growth of learning keeps
one from underestimating his abilities, and th� consequent
di scours ;em�nts wtoich naturally follow such contemplation.
In che final analysis each person is responsible finally to
himself. The illuminations which he finds in Holy Scripture
"provide him with clues to self-appraisal."�^ "The law of
growth is satisfied only in that wholehearted fidelity
which a man exercises in relaticn to himself," says Dr. Kuist.
And he continues to point out the manner in which one's
personal growth In learning achieves its benefits:
^^Ibid. Q^Ibid.. p. 12. Q^Ibid.
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. . . This fidelity at the very center of the
learning process and the nervespring of his study
habits riE-J cs itself felt in the Increase of his powers
of observation and reflection, and so of straightfor
ward intellectual processes, hcnoct examination of
ethical motives and standards, lofty ideals of personal
decision, strong incentives to wide reading, and urgent
stimulation to prayer. True to himiself he cannot then
be false to God or man.^S
5, Inductive Bible Study Prescribes the Study of the
Bible by Books. Herein is one of the features of the
"inductive quest" which Dr. Kuist labels as an objective
safeguard, making sure the soundness of one's interpretation.��
"The Bible as a whole is a collection of books, the
CT?and unity of which is comprehended within an equally grand
variety of presentation."�''' Each book of the Bible, to be
sure, has its own historic orientation and distinct literary
entity. If the student is to realize sound objective con
victions there must be adequate recognition of both of these
factors in his learning process. At this point is a close
relationship between the branch of study known as Ileal
Introduction and the inductive study of the Bible.��
A. T. Plerson is quoted as saying that the hible "as
a whole is a seamless robe, yet a coat of many colors; a
grand ratorio with one musical thomo, yet many orchestral
performers with variety of instruments and voices."�� A
^^Ibid. ��Ibid. 97 lb id. 93lbid.
��Todd, o�. cit., p. 62,
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book by book study of th� Bible, says Todd, is possibly th�
most valuable and Important metliod of study. It Is necessary
that one Imow tho natur� of th� various books if on� is to
rightly undorstand th� parts, wh�th�r chapter or verse
Th� correct interpretation of a single passage will depend
to a large extent upon the knowledge on� has of the whol�.^^"'-
6. mduotlve Bible Study is C�nt�r�d in th� Study of
What is Known as th� :^cl..-:,c sitional Uhlts of Scripture. While
in origin, in Inspiration, and in subject ffii:;tter, the Bible
differs from other books, it has a likeness to them In form.
By form is meant cougjosition, which simply connotes the idea
of "putting things together." Tlirough th� art of composition
int�llig�nt communication is lad� possibl� b�twe�n p�rsons.
So it is with the messag� of the Bibl�. S�veral things hav�
b�en combined to form the Liessage of a Bible book. That the
Bible books are subject to the laws of composition does not
distract from its unique intrinsic worth as God�s revelation.
". , .it does provide for an impact of revelation upon the
learning mind that Is at once objective, incisive, and con
vincing. "^^^
All composition is dependent upon the selection of the
most appropriate symbols of expression and their arrangement
100Ibid., p. 17. ^Q^Ibid.. p. 24.
l^lbid.
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in th� most int�lligibl� ord�r� If on� has nothing to �x-
pr�ss, symbols ar� not ne�d�d. But appropriate symbols
corr�ctly ord�r�d b�com� th� m�dium of communioating ideas.
Th� product of appropriate symbols in an articulate arrange
ment is th� essence of good ooaiposition. An author will
compose a piece of literature by arranging terms (words) in
sequence (syntax) i*iich will convey meaning. ^j^g putting
of things together to lorxi a logical wiioio c..ar:..;tc_'i30d the
wriuex's of the Bible books.
Botii Dr, Wilbei't W� Vi/hite and Dr. hoT.-ard T, Kuist
have made ii^uoh of Ruskin �s laws oi composition .1*^ These
may be said to be a good test of the quality of aiv^ ccnposi-
tion. Briefly stated they are as follciva: (1) Principality�
in which one feature is made more proininent than others for
the sake of stressing tliat point; (2) Repetition�a method
of expressing unity in which certain parts Imitate or repeat
each other; (3) Continuity�which is an orderly succession
of objects with a gradual change in the aspect or character
of the objects; (4) Curvature�which is acconplished in art
by "a steady cliange in the whole line from less to more
ciirvature, or more to less;" it is accompli slied in litera
ture by a movement in the narrative from a lesser to a
p, 145,
�^^Kuist, Phcco 'Aopds Upon Thy Heart, p, 80,
�^^Ibid . . p. 80-89, Cf. also Eberhardt, oi . cit..
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�
!or climax in order to reveal the author's intention. The
author may move from effect to cause or fron cause to effect;
(5) Radiati'on� is the method by which is accomplished the
"most ninple and perfect connection of lines . . � that is,
by their all springing from one point, or closing toward
it . , ."� (6) Contrast�by which differences are made
obvious which might not otherwise be, or dissimiliar quali
ties in things which are compared ar� exhibited; (7) Inter
change�which is closely connected with contrast, enforcing
the unity of opposite things, by giving to each one a certain
portion of the character of the other; (8) Consistency and
(9) Harmony�both of which are not quite so much laws of
con5>osition, as they ar� laws of truth. They may be viewed
as the outcome of the other laws, and as such prove good
tests of th� unity of a composition. It is possible to r.tato
the-e in th� form of questions; "How advantageously has the
author resolved the opposite� in his composition? Are the
several parts in the composition in balance, or out of pro
portion of each other?"^^^
Dr� Kuist gives two major laws relative to the com
position of literature, which servo as clues to its inter-
pret!itlon �
The first of these is the Law of Relationships:
everything written or spoken sustains some specific
^^%uist, cit.. p, 86.
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relation to something else � It may be in contrast, or
oomoa^lson or repeFrtion, or cause and effect , or means
to an end, c 3ome other sucH relation . . . �
The second of these is the Law of Proportion : An
g^^thor reveals his point of view, in what he has written ,
^ his oompara'tivr rrTphasIaT or omission of certainfactors "h^.wa;, � accompf.ny development of thought;
for
^
exainpl c , "per s on , or places or '^j^l^* or event,
or iaea . or snme ox}.ey such ft.-xotoT.'^^
These laws are among the most crucial ones which make
up that body of abstract knowledge classified in this study
as inductive theory of Bible study. In a different work
Dr. Kuist speaks of the Law of Relationships as the "law of
context," in which he says "every woi�d, sentence, or para
graph stands in so:^ie observable relation to something else,"^^'''
\^?hile th� relation is not always precise, as often it is not,
it is none th� l�ss observabl�, "Th�s� r�lations b�tw��n a
part and the whole, or of a given whole and its parts, are
always a primary clue to objective awareness ,"^*^�
The law of textxire serves to lieighten and illuminate
the clues offered by the law of context. By this stipulation
of Biblical composition is meant that "words must always be
treated as an author has actually en^loyed them. V" ei: this
occurs communication really takes place, ""'�^�
^^Kulst, Kov; To En jo:. The Dible. p. 14,




The Inductiv� theory of Bibl� �tudy �ndorses that
theory of learning which not merely exalts the virtue of
collecting factual bricks, but v/aich also gives primary
place to the drawing of structural plans. It understands
th� function of architectur� bettor than it does the func
tion of bricklaying .13.0 jjj ^his philosophy of Bible study
is realized another objecul/e safeguard in interpretation,
Summa2*y. riie theory of the inductiv� approach to
Bible v, 'zv.dj would then seem to be a valid and true adapta
tion of the theory of the science of induction to the study
of Scripture, It is direct and e:xperiraental, not being
content with the work and research of others. It desires
to draw its own conclusions upon the basis of the evidence
observed in experimenting in the raw materials of the
Scriptures themselves. The inductive approach to the Vvo3?d
seeks to be objective in the use of perceptive or observing
powers, letting the Scripture speak for itself. The theory
of inductive approach to the Bible comprehends the laws of
personal growth and its relationship to further understand
ing and insight. That the theory of the inductive approach
to scripture engages the principle of book by book study
gives support to the objective factor so essential to
inductive studies. It recognizes the fact that each book
llOlbid . . p. 89, A parallel drawn from Thomas Clark
Pollack,
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of th� Bibl� mxat be viewed in Its own historical setting.
It und�rstands that th� work of each author has its own
literary entity. The Inductiv� approach to th� Biol� again
r�cognizes th� valu� of firsthand contact with raw laatcrials
and of th� r�sulting conclusions in that it laaices us� of th�
laws of litorary congjosition. In this is seen the key to
correct coraraunication Trf iich has not been distorted because
or the second party.
An understanding of the theory of the inductive
approach to the Bible will entail both content and attitude.
The student who seeks to study Scripti^re inductively will
need some acquaintance with the general principles of in
duction, and of its adaptation to Bible study. He will
need to be aware of the role #iich the subjective factor
plays in interpretation of the Bible, When coming to the
Scri: G ..re:: the two cannot be separated.
Aims Espoused by the Inductive Approach to the Bible,
Alms are all important in any system of thought and it is
none the less true in the theory of inductive Bible ntudy.
If Bible study is Inductive in nature, it is only
correct to expect that a general aim of the process would
be the formulation of generalizations of Biblical truth
upon the basis of the particular evidence encountered.
These generalizations may be viewed in the broad sense as
interpretation, T-mc ir->:nctive Bible study has as its
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broad objective the Interpretation of Scripture, And this
interpretation loay occur at various stages of the learning
process. The essentials for the fulfillment of this aim is
that the student has encountered enough individual evidence
to arrive at a generalization. But this requires personal
contact with the primary source,
1, mduotlve Bible Study Seeks to Exalt the Primary
Source of the Christian Faith�the Bible, It aims at keeping
the interpreter face to face with the Scriptures themselves,
While the Protestant Church cannot be said to be thoroughly
inductive in its exegetical processes of the Bible, yet it
has been its task to release the Bible from its traditional
bondage. The common man now understands the primacy of this
Sacred Text, An Inductive approach to the Bible would main
tain the acconqjlishments thus attained and enhance their
application. Firsthand contact with the raw materials of the
Bible, then is caculated as an essential aim of the induc
tive theory of Bible study,
2. Inductive Bible Study Aims at Making the lh^�
Intellir:ible to the Student . This is In the nature of the
case since the student is the on� who actually executes the
theory, but a student without a theory is left without pur
pose or motive. The student witii knowledge of tlie inductive
theory of Bible study has as his objective an understanding
of the message of the Bible, This major aim is accomplished
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by giving attention to lesser alms In the exegetical process.
That the distinctive message, for example, of each
book of the Bible be understood is one of the more immediate
aims. It calls for a re-creation of the author's intentions.
And in order to realize tr.".s objective it is necessary that
the student attain to mastei*y of the form and content of the
reoo2?d of composition.
If the more remote aim is to be realized, careful
alloY/ance will be made for synthesis within each Bible book.
Traina says :
Generalization is the end of the examination of
particulars. And to neglect it is to fail in the ac-
congjlishment of one's objective =. � . and to invite the
criticism of those who insist that j^itlo study must be
deductive if it is to be worthwhile.***
Analysis must be followed by synthesis In order to seo tho
book message as a whole. What Traina has said about the
objective of inductive Bible study is in points
Someone has called attention to the fact that there
are two kinds of knowledge. The one is horizontal know
ledge, which is encyclopedic in nature. The other is
vertical knowledge, which involves depth rather than
scope. Thus, for instance, a person who is aware of the
various attributes of God and is able to define them in
terms of their basic meaning has the first type of know-
l^i^e. He knows, for example, that God is holy and good
and eternal and loving, and he is acquainted with the
primary definitions of these qualities. l/Vhen, however,
tlirough various means he delves into the profound impli
cations, of each of these as well as their relations to
each other, his knowledge becomes vertical. It is this
lllrraina, o�. cit,. p, 2.:;i.
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vertical kind of knowledge wMcb ought to be the final
goal of the Biblical interpreter .**2
This is true both on the level of the individual
book, and the Bible as a whole* Synthesis on the level of
the Individual book must be followed by synthesis of the
sixty-six books. Herein is the iinmediate goal (study of the
part) and the remote goal (study of the whole). In this
manner the Bible will be made intelligible to the student.
And in so doing he will have arrived at a Biblical Theology
for himself.
3, Inductive Bible Study Aims at Qui tivating the
SpirltuaJ. Life of the Student . Mere Knowledge is not enough.
At each level of the inductive process, whether it is a
passage, chapter or a book under consideration, the student
will apply to his own personal life those truths at T�4iich he
has arrived. In this way he is prepared to move on to deeper
ones. The Christian student mast never be at a standstill
in his spiritual life. Direct contact with the raw materials
of God�s revelation is calculated to cultivate best the inner
life of the participant. To him the insights are more genuine
than that handed down in dogmatic fashion. There is tiierefore
less room for rationalization away from th� applicability of
the truths to his personal life. Strong personal convictions
will also attend the inductive study of the Bible because
lis Ibid., pp, 186-7.
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they are rooted In evidence whloh the student's hands have
handled and upon which his eyes have looked.
4. Inductive Bible Study Alms at ?j�.L'.^.^:^ the Raw
Materials Miloh Make up the Fystewatic Statement of the
Christian Faith . In other words. Biblical Theology furnishes
materials for Systematic Theology, That which Briggs has
said about Exegetical Theology may be also said of Biblical
Theology for the two are practically identical. Exegetical
Theology :
. , , primary and fundamental discipline upon which
the . � , other theologies depend; has to do especially
with the sacred Scriptures, their origin, history,
character, expositlo doctrines, and rules of life.
It iD true that the other branches of theology have like
wise to do with the sacred writings, in that their chief
material is derived therefrom, but tiiey differ from
Exegetical Theology, not only in their methods of using
this material, but likewise in the fact that they do not
themselves search out and gather this mate:L'Iiii directly
from the holy writings, b^t depend upon Exegetical
Theology thereior . ,
The energy of i'.ystematic Theology is directed "in
arranging that material in the form most appropriate for
systematic study, for attack and defence, in accordance with
the needs of the ase,"H^ Firsthand contact with the Bible
is to result in Biblical Theology )i*iich in turn furnishes the
working material for 'yGtematlc Theology.





, , p. 10. 13.4 J ^ id.
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student of the Bible will first of all make application in
his own life. Secondly, from his studies he will glean the
motive and the materials essential for a life of service in
the kingdom of God. Such areas of Christian endeavor as
Preaching, Pastoral Service, Evangelism, Sacred Speech, Church
Music, Christian Education, etc. are dependent upon that
Icnj-range, careful exegesis of the Inductive process.
Briggs says that the work of the exegete is foundational to
these other disciplines. Note his vivid comment:
� , . It Is che work of the study, and not of tho
pulpit, or the platform. It brings forth treasures new
and old from the V'/ord of God, to enrich the more promi
nent and public branches of theclc;:;-. It finds the
nugget of golh that they are to coin into the ciorrent
conceptions of the times* It brings forth ore that they
are to work into the vessels or omaments, that may
rilnister comfort to th� household and adorn the home and
perron. It gains th� pr�oious gems that ar� s�t by
th�s� jewcl�rs, in order that their luster and bea\ity
may become manifest and admired of all.
According to Briggs, the materials which an Inductive
study of th� Bible fumis:-. are eraployad in Practical Theology
which he says directs that material to the conversion of
souls, and in the training :>i these in the holy life.
Summary. Briefly then the objectives which an
inductive approach to the Bible embraces ar� the exaltation
of the Bible as the primary source of the Christian faith
and a firsthand contact with it, the making of it as in-
llSibid.
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telllglble to the student, the cultivation of the spiritual
life of the student through this direct contact with truth,
and th� furaishing of raw materials essential for Systemtio
Theology and Practical Th�ology.
III. STOIARr AND CONCLUSIONS OP CHAPTER III
"^-.cTa^ii-^; lii the first half of this chaptsr �ffort has
b��n mad� to furnish a gener&l background knowledg� of th�
scicnc� of induction. Tho characteristics of induction were
presented as opposed to its opposite reasoning process-
deduction. Inductive logic was treated as the pr'raary method
of inquiry. The fallacies which often attend inductive
thinking were exposed.
The second half of the chapter dealt with the adapta
tion of the inductive science to the study of Holy Writ,
Space was given to differentiating between the inductive
approach to the Bible and the inductive method which operates
within the Bible, Several characteristics of the inductive
approach to Scripture were noted. It was treated as (1)
being direct, (2) being experimental, (3) characterized by
perception, (4) engaging th� personal factors, (5) pre
scribing the study of the Bible by books, and (6) centering
iii the study of compositional units. This portion of the
chapter also dealt with the aims souj^t out by an inductive
approach to the Bible.
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Conclusions . Chapter III has resulted in the follow
ing conclusions J
1. Acquaintance with the general science of inductive
^id deductive locic o\xght to be In the background of the
student of Scripture. An introductory course in logic as
prerequisite to inductive Bible study would seem worthy of
suggestion �
2. Induction and Deduction make up th� anity of our
reasoning process, the one supplementing and coH^leraenting
the other,
3, But of the two, inductive reasoning is the more
basic.
4, Ih employing the method of induction the student
must be conscious of certain errors which he may commit. An
understanding of these will be a most helpful remedy to
their danger*
5. The theory of the inductive approach to Bibl�
study is a true and valid adaptation of the theory of the
science of induction,
6, The theory of the inductive approach to Bible
study involves an understanding of both abstract knowledge
of induction and the subjective factor or attitude of the
student who is inductive in his coming to Scripture. It
embodies both principles and mind attitudes.
7. Th� Inductive approach is not air-less, but en-
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dorses certain objectives which it anticipates fuirilllng.
These aims have to do with the intelligibility of the Scrip
ture to the student, the exaltation of the Bible to its
place of supremacy, the cultivation of the spiritual life of
the student, the fiimlshing of raw materials for Systematic
Theology and backgroxand materials for Applied Theology.
CHAPTER IV
THE TECTINIQUE OF I!�yCTIVF METHOD OP BIBLE STUDY
With the theory of the inductive approach to Bible
study In the background it is in order that the focus now be
upon the technique of inductive Bible study. In this chapter
definition will be given to method as distinguished from the
Inductive approach. The importance of method will be viewed,
as well as the importance of sequence in method. Exarr^sles of
the inductive method as utilized by some of its ^st informed
representatives will be given and compared.
I. INDUCTIVE METiiOD AS DISTINGUISHED
PROM INDUCTIVE APPROACH
tJust as the scientist has his corresponding technician,
so inductive Bible theory has its expression in its own
unique technique. Brief attention was given to the limited
definition attributed to the inductive approach to Bible
study in Chapter III of this treatise. The concern now is
to set forth the limited definition given to inductive method
in Bible study, as espoused in this report. The factors
which distinguish method from approacl; in Bible study will
then be given, and statement will be made as to the justi
fication of this rpo.iialized use herein made of the terms.
Coming from the Greek i.othococ (road to), the terra
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method . etymologically speakinr, has the meaning of "the way
or manner of doing or making something, the system of pro
cedure to obtain or reach the end intended."! v"icn employed
by th� scientist, it is "the way of procedure from the known
to the unknown, from a given starting point to final proposi
tions in a determined field of knowledfre ,"2 y/hen used by the
speculative sciences "it indicates the road to propOv<?itions
concerning that which exists or is thought to exist; whereas
in normative sciences it indicates the road to the norms
governing the doing or making of something. Prom the
Greek Dr. Kuist gets th� und�rstanding that m�thod "Involves
a progrsssive transition from one step in any course to
another."* Conceived in its widest possible scope, he says,
method is procedure. There are three essential characteris
tics of method BQ.-J3 Dr. Kuist j (1) It is procedure with an
end in view, (2) it is orderly procedure, and (3) it involves
a consciously guided effort. Method is thus defined as the
"conscious accomodation of an individual's powers to the re
quirements of a situation, attaining the end in view by order-
ly procedure which involves a consciously guided effort."
Ip. Henry van Laer, Philosophy of Science (New York:
,he Ad Press, Ltd., 1956), p. 55.
2 hid. ^Ibid.
^Howard T. Kuist, These ' .ords Upon Thy heart (Rich
mond: John Knox Press, 1947), ph4B.
^Ihid., P� 48�
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Method as hsreln suggested is closely related to
technique, skill, or art. It involves the precise step-by-
step Items which the student actually does in order to attain
to the aims set out by the theory which he has absorbed.
The science of Preaching (Homiletics) has its corresponding
art of Preaching. Biblical Hemaeneutics has its correspond
ing Exegetical art. The Inductive Approach should likewise
have its expression in a corresponding Inductive Technique,
Art, or Method . A more limited use is therefore made of the
term method than Dr. Kuist has defined, for his idea of
method may be construed to include both the theory and the
technique.
Inductive Approach to Bible study may then be defined
as that inductive frame of reference which personally anti
cipates experience in the Scriptures. It accordingly In
volves both (1) theoretical content and (2) the subjective
factor. Inductive method of Bible study may be defined as
that actual technique or step-by-step procedure which the
student performs in objectively arriving at conclusions
inductively, from the raw materials of Scripture. The sub
jective factor of Bible study is stressed then under the
former definition, whereas it is relatively absent from the
latter one. It is in these definitions that the two terms
have sought to be employed in the treatment at hand. Effort
has been made especially to confine them to the above def1-
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nltions In Chapters III and IV. They have possibly been
used a bit more loosely in Chapter II o
The factors which distinguish the two terms should
now be more precisely stated: (1) Inductive approach to Bible
study involves the theoxn^ of study and learning whereas in
ductive method of study involves the actual study or learning
experience} (2) Ihductive approach to Bible study embodies
the personal or subjective factor from which inductive
method of Bible study is relatively free; (3) The inductive
approach to Bible study determines the aims of Bible study,
and the inductive method of Bible study is the means whereby
those aims are realized; and (4) The inductive approach to
Bible study is the "objective-subjective'* movement toward
the ?;criptures, and the inductive method of Bible study is
the objective movement within the Scriptures.
justification for separating the two terms (method
and approach) in inductive Bible study may be so stated: (1)
The two terms are used by the best in the field, and that
synonomously, (2) approach, however, generally suggests
movement toward, without reference to th� how which is
generally suggested by the term method, and (3) as far as
can be d�t�rmln�d no t�rm has b��n incorporated into the
field of inductive Bible study v;]iich connotes that mind-
theory relationship of the student as he comes to Scripture
in contrast to his actusd procedure once he has initially
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begun working within the raw materials themselves. But It
Is believed that such a distinction is essential because of
the nature of induction and especially of its adaptation to
Bible study.
II. ITvIPORTAJICE OP METHOD IK INDUCTIVE BIBLE STUDY
One's general experience teaches him that in doing
a particiilar Job, some ways are more effective, some move
ments better than others. This experiential loiowledge in
volves the idea of method. Because of its exalted aims,
inductive Bible study of necessity calls for a correct tech
nique or method. A scientist's labors would be in vain were
there not also trained technicians to carry out that which
the scientist had made potentially so. And to merely
approach the Scriptures is useless unless provision is made
to realize the aims of that appi^ach. Dr, Wilbert White
is quoted as having said "no man can read the Bible sincere
ly without having a system."� Jolin .,esley aptly commented:
"To expect the cad without the means is the very liari^ow of
antinomianism,"''' Of all th� disciplines one may engage,
Bible study should be the last in which lawlessness shoxad
prevail .
Charles R, Eberhardt, The Bible in the Making of
^�Iriisters (New York: Association Press, T^49), p. 59,
"^Quoted by Dr. George A. Turner in his Class Notes
on Method in Bible Study, Asbury Theclo ioal Seminary, 1961,
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It is reared that too many students come to the Bible
without any notion of how to its materials. Their
labors are characterised by hit-and-miss or trial-and-error .
They are plagued with a lack of order, or of a well-thought
plan of action, and thus they tend to follow the whims of
the moment.� And this seems to be not only the pattern of
the "lay-student" but of the ministerial profession as well.
It v;as this general liability In the field of Bible study
which prompted Traina to write his text. Methodical Bible
Study �, He recognized the need to "train the Bible student
in the exact ways � . . in which the various hermeneutlcal
principles and praotlo.s n�y be applled.'lO By w of fur-
ther introducing his volume he adds:
� � � the difference between this book and the usual
hermeneutlcal manual may be likened to the difference
between a science and scientific method. The former
provides a body of information, whereas the latter
supplies a framework in relation to which information
may be discovered and put to vjork.
Recognition of this need for methodicalness in Bible
study also was sufficient motivation for Perry and Howard
to write t>eir recent book. How To Study Your Bible. They
speak of their volume as a methods book and contend that
'^Robert A. Traina, Methodical Bible U_h^ (r^ev; York:
Ganis and Harris, 1957), p. 4.
^Ibid . l^Ibid. , Front Cover Page.
l^-Ibid,
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there are not niany books of this sort.^^ Thousands of books
about the Bible may be found, and one has no difficulty find
ing books of expositions of the Bible, but very few are
available which offer "practical methods of approach to th�
Bible, But the appalling lack of guidance to methodical
ness in Bible study and the consequent haphazard practices
of Bible students in no way renounces the 1 iportanc� of
correct procedure when studying the raw materials of Scrip
ture,
Certain imdesirable consequences attend the labors of
the student who devotes his time to Bible study by haphazard
methods, Por one thing, he wastes a good portion of his time.
This is brought to light when it is considered that the
trial-and-error method is the road of uncertainty. It is
the "feeling" technique of Bible study. Failure to know
what to do and when to do it naturally leads to slowness of
progross. And th� kind of rosults attainsd through this
fashion is not d�s�rving of th� tim� �xp�nd�d. S�oondly,
th� lawl�ss practice of Bible study causes unn�c�ssary
fatigu�. Th� stud�nt must labor so much longer and under
more strain If he attains to even meager rewards. In the
third place, and perhaps most undesirable, is the typ� of
"^^Lloyd M, Porry and Walden ov:ard. How To Study lour




finished product arrived at under these uncertain conditions.
It is certain that incorrect methods of Bible study give way
to inaccuracy and superficiality in interpretation. This is
true because all the data is not considered, and that not in
its correct relationships , The disorganized adventurr^ into
Holy writ usually lacks thoroughness. How confident then
can the student feel as he labors in the vineyard of th�
Lord If his activity is grounded in int�rpr�tativ� conclu
sions which ar� n�lth�r valid, nor true? Of what b�n�fit
ar� partial truths? But th�s� ar� not all, A fourth effect
of the disorganized labor in the Bible may be most disastrous
to the student's further study. It may be concomitant with
or as a restalt of either or all the previous undesirable
consequences. Frustration and discouragement are bound to
be experienced by those who are not methodical in their
Bible study,
Thes� four ill effects of the trial and error method
are avoided if one has an understanding of the basic step-by-
step skills which make up methodical Bible study. Any would-
be-interpreter of the Bible will do well to heed the admoni
tion of Charles Horswellj
No one can afford to work without method. No on� can
afford to employ a defective method. To work without
method is to work without results. It's toil without
pay. To employ a defective method is like wolfing with
a dull tool, Th�r� is much �ffort, much fatigue, but
ragged results. Time is saved, strength Is saved,
courage is saved, and a finished product forth-coming.
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if w� wield the Instmments of the expert ,1^
It Is concluded that method Is Iraportant, yes, even
essential in effective Inductive Bible study. The organized
procedure is seen to be the most economical in terms of time,
energy, and results. Purthermore, this typo of procedure
assures the continued motivation so necessary to th� serious
student of the Bible.
III. IMPORTAKCE OP SEQUENCE HI ^T^rm
It has been noted that method is that step-by-step
procedur� one uses in dealing with a Bible book. It is not
�nough, however, that the student be aware that there are
certain steps to be performed in order to arrive at an in
terpretation , H� must be just as aware of the correct order
in which these steps will be carried out. Traina malces this
observation: "methodical Bible study entails two indispens
able factors: first, certain steps (cont�nt), and second, a
certain arrangement { order )."1^ IT�ith�r of th�s� can be
sacrificed if on� is to b� methodical in his Bibl� study.
A farmer would not be wise to attempt to plant his
crop before he had plowed and prepared the seed-bed. Th�
baker would b� foolish to bake th� ingrQdl�nts of th� cake
**Charl�s Horsw�ll, Suggestions Por the Study of the
Kn'i-lsh New Testament. (New York: Eaton and Mains, IsW), p. 6.
l^Traina, 0�. cit., p. 6.
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before he had properly mixed them. The outcome would not be
so pleasing to one's taste. Helther would it be correct to
enrploy the tool of synthesis to a Bible book before one has
analyeed it, for In the natiire of the case it must be taken
apart first if it is to be fitted together again. One should
also, according to sound logic, first survey a Bible book
before analyzing it. It is proper that one look for the
surface struct\ire of a Bible book before he endeavors to find
that underlying structure or subsurface structure. The known
should be dealt with before proceeding to the unlmown factors.
And so it is that certain tools of the exegete are to have
precedence over others. The nature of th� tool will have
much to do with determining when it is to be used. Some
tools presuppose the use of others, and if used out of place,
yield Inadequate results, if any at all. Sequence in induc
tive method of Bible study is most important if its alms ar�
to b� attained.
IV. EXAI5PLES OP THE BIDUCTIVE mTHQD OF BIBI*E STUDY
m this chapter consideration has been given to the
distinction between the Inductive approach to Bible study
and the inductive method of Bible study, to the ir?5)ortance
of method in inductiv� Bibl� study, and to th� importance of
sequence in method. Attention will now be focused upon two
authoritative examples of th� inductive method in Bible
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stTidy. The methodology of Dr. Wilbert W. White, that out
standing pioneer of the method, will be given first. This
will be followed by a sample of his wen lanmi interpreter.
Dr. Howard T. Kuist. And a coniparison of the two will re
ceive brief attention.
It should be remeiaibered that the inductive approach
to Bible study Is characterized by book study. And it mst
be noted again that inductive method of Bible study is that
step-by-step itemizing of what the would-be-interpreter
actually does. The technique of Dr. ^ite which follows is
applied to a Bible book. Detailed itemizing of the steps
is extensive for the purpose of showing in close detail
just what the student under Dr. \/liite�s guidance would do
to a Bible book. It will also demonstrate the order or
sequence wliich he gave to the various steps of book study.
The Method of Dr. Wilbert W. White. He called it th�
"Con^wsitiv� Method", building on the idea that "things hook
and eye together".1� His procedtire presupposed that all
knowledge is related and that anything one studies is com
position in some sense. To th� synthesis of a Biblo book at
which White aimed the nine laws of Ruslcln were considered
fundamental .
Eberhardt presents in his book a stiimnary of the only
l%berhardt, o�. cit., p. 145.
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extant record of Wilbert W. White as he taught tho English
Bible, using the ooaipositlve method.^'^ It is illustrated In
th� Gospel of Matthew,
The question of method was immediately introduced at
the beginning of the ootirse. His starting point in this
gospel was Chapter 16. B� thus dir�ct�d: "�Driv� a stak�
down somewhsr� and k��p in sight of it,'"!� The purpose
her� was to show **th� n�cesslty of having a center of thought
on which the mind is focused. "1^ 5.];^ students were perraittod
to move freely within that circumscribed area of thought,
Dr, White first suggested that the Bible student single out
a part within tho �.'hole. His second suggested procedure was
to relate the part to the whole. As his pupils executed the
parts they were to image the whole of the Bible book under
consideration. A "topographical" picture of the gospel was
the first essential. This amounted to something of a survey
of the Bibl� book.
Ignoring the traditional editorial divisions of
chapter and verse his students were tirged to look for the
larger relationships. "He suggests that they choose two
�^'Ibld., pp, 148-153,
l%ilbert White, The Papers , Articles, and hciao-
rabilia of Wilbert W, V^aiiteTTol. l9. Sec. 7, p, Tl uoTed
by E^berhardt. op. oTt.. p, 148 .
l^Eberhardt, o�, cit.. 148,
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strategic centers, one In Chapter 16 and one In Chapter 4,
remaining constantly in the presence of the whole ."^^ Pour
questions are to guide in th� discovery of these larger
relationships, (l) Miat is in the Gospel by Matthew?; (2)
Where is it in llatthew?; (3) Why is it in Matthew?; and (4)
Why is it where it is in Matthew?
Pedagogically speaking. White used the heuristic
method, in which he led the pupil to discover truth for
himself. Th� abov� m�ntlon�d ;-:^estions were the assignment
for the term of study. The students were to find the answers
for themselves. No interpretative wrks on Matthew were to
be read. Por the present time, acquaintance is to be made
with the book as it Is. "As th� class continues, stimulating
questions shoot out like meteors from this moving, raolton
mind, r�cords Eb�rhardt on Whit�'s us� of th� h�uristic
method �
Attention is now shifted from a study of the whole to
^ scrutiny of tho part. The word "rock" in Chapter 16 is to
be noted. The exact meaning of the words is demanded, and
this is gathered by careful sttidy of its use by the partic
ular writer.
An assignment for th� next s�ssio: is given. They ar�
to study Chapters 16 and 17 for two weeks, m order to see
SOjbld,, p. 151. 21 Ibid,
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the part in relation to the ihole, diagraming is used. As
they proceed with their stiJdy five processes of method will
guide themj (1) to observe exactly; (2) to describe correctlys
(3) to value justlyj (4) to express cogently; and (5) to obey
implicitly,
Dr, lllhite gave time to illustrating the methodology
of varioua men, such as, Pestalozzi, Socrates, Aristctlo,
Ruskin, Harper, Homo, etc. He felt that any man, whatever
his art or his science, who had a right method, was his
friend. He was debtor to all, "Coxr^ositive" well describes
his methodology, says Eberhardt*
It will be observed that the procedure and sequence
as :iven by Eberhardt are somewhat incoherent. One might
wish for a more clear presentation of the actual step-by-
step techniques which Dr* White had his pupils to follow in
their treatment of a Bible book. Por this pxirpose recourse
is made to Miite's own published work. A more detailed out
line of his methodology will be gained by giving attention
to his hh :rty Studies in the y:-_-:2<^~-_ cT hatthev.S^
Here one finds a carefully planned procedure with the
sequence clearly defined. It is not a haphazard process,
The end is seen from the bcf:inning as he leads the student
step by step. At any point of the procedure the student can
*^*=^V7llbert W, White, Thirty Studies in the Gospel by
] ,ct :-hqg (s. M. Henderson, 1905), pp. 1-110 �
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see how his previous steps have been foundation work for his
present, more Involved stage of labor.
The studies are set up to cover a period of thirty
weeZcs. One study is to be completed in on� week. At the
outset he gives some general principles as to "How to Study
the Coiirse," These are considered of sixfficlent valu� to
quote them in their entirety. He instructs:
Read these suggestions over at least once each week
while studying Matthew.
Scripture supplies no short cuts for the intellect.
Expect to apply the mind with as much vigor in this
study as in any other.
While it is true that profit in Bible study is de
pendent more on the attitude of soul than on methods
employed, it is equally true that evei�y reason exists
why a soul in the right attitude should employ the best
methods of study.
"Admit, Submit, Comnlt, Transmit ."�Sir Arthur Black-
well.
Follow the order of the day's directions. Do not
first read over the directions. Hake each part as it
comes �
Do the work of each day in its day. Do not imagine
that you can properly MKjrk over a week's work at a single
sitting.
If possible, OBgjloy a fresh morning hour for this
work.
Seek to get a fresh view of the facts. Study the
material itself.
Do not hurry to finish. Be expeditious, but be
thorough.
Refuse to be sidetracked. Hold yourself to the most
iiiQiortant matters.
Let the Scripture yield what is there. Do not strain
it for meaning. Get all tho meaning, but do not get




Do not insist that all questions be answered and all
diff ictilt ies be removed at once. Study and wait.
Be always prayerful. Lift the heart definitely to
God at th� beginning of each period of study.
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Study to take som� particular helpful thought with
you Into the day. Recall It now and then. Sometimes
write this thought to a friend.
Do not fall into the error of the Jews to whom 0^2^
Lord said, �'Ye search the Scriptures because ye think
that in then ye have eternal life, and y� will not come*� 2g^iatye may have life." The Scriptures are not
an end but a means. To study them is not an act of piety,
but should be an aid to piety. Their appointed mission
is to lead to Christ, to build up in Christ, to send out
for Christ. Read 2 Tim. 3:13-17,
Dr, White advised that the student use the American
Revised Bible, published by Thomas Nelson and Sons, which he
beli�v�d to b� th� b�st English Translation of the Bible. It
was on th� basis of this t�xt that his study guid� was form
ulated.
m Study No, I, th� first day is glvsn to a "g�n�ral
vi�w of th� Ghospel of Katthow," Th� purpos� is to s�cur� a
vi�w of th� gospsl as a whol� , In order to achieve this goal
the student is to first examine a chart as follows :
THE GOSPEL BY T^^TTHEW
Thdc : Jesus of Nazaretli the Promised ilessiah
BL'iibitinc the tru� Nature of the Messianic Reign
NOTE: The promised M�ssiah was to b� Proph�t, Priest and rinj,
"
faL't 1. Part II. Part III.
The Preparation The Proclamation The Propitiation
1:1- 4:16 4:17- -16:20 16:21- -28:53
FIGURE 3
GENERAL VIEW OF TJ- : GOSPFX OF MTTHEW
Having examined this sxirvey chart of th� gospol two
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focal points of the book ar� raised for th� stud�nt�s attan-
tlon. Only in 4:17 and 16:21 do�s the �xpr�sslon "from that
tlm� J�sua b�gan" app�ar. Th�s� pivotal points ar� thus used
to h�lp the stud�nt of th� Gosp�l of Matth�w be awar� of its
largor sections. The question is asked: Does 16:21 cover the
remainder of th� book. The student seeks to discover what in
the verse is the basis for the word "propitiation" which Dr.
White has chosen as a sunnmtion of the contents of Part III.
It is then suggested that If 16:21 covers in a g�n�ral way lii�
contents of Part III, 4;17 may likewise summarize Part II,
At this stage of study the student is left with this assump
tion and with the instiniction to read 4:17 thoughtfully.
How effort Is made to help the pupil grasp the gen
eral theme of the gospel. He is instructed to read Matthew
1{1 and 28:16-21. With attention focused on Christ as the
son of Abraliam Dr. White raises the question, "la it not
significant that the universal rei^^i of th� M�ssiah is thus
8ugg�st�d both in th� opening and closing paragraphs of this
gospel?"
On the second day of Study I the topic for study is a
"general view of the Preparation," It is observed that the
movement Is from a survey of the whole to a consideration of
the first main section of the book. The process of ^i^l^rj^is
is in operation. The book Is being dissected Into its
various parts.
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In this lesson a review of the theme and outline
given the previous day is the first order. Then Dr. Miite
gives a portion of the subpoints of the main outline which
the student has previously studied. These cover the first
major section of Matthew's Gospel. They are as follows?
PART I. THE PREPARATION
1, Jesus had the Human Anceotory and Divine Origin
and Name of tho Messiah,
2. Jesus had the Early Experiences and Training of
the Messiah.
3. Jesus had the Forerunner of the Hessi&li.
4. Jesus had the Recognition and Test by God of the
Messiah.
5. Jesus had the Recognition and Test by rat�Li of
the Messiah.
By way of procedure the student is to "test" this
portion of liis outline against his reading of Fiatthew 1:1-
4:16, It is suggested that the reading be done aloud if
possible. The most striking result of this reading will be
recorded by the student and preserved for later reference.
Previously it was noted that Dr� White urged his
pupils to "obey implicitly" the truth of the Bible. Here It
is noteworthy to observe that at the end of each day's
assignment there is a reminder of this subjective responsi
bility, which he labels "personal thought". The personal
thought whloh appears at the end of th� second day's lesson
is her� cited: "^Tmt plac� am I assigning to preparation for
my life's work? Am I impatient to begin before I am ready?
Read Luke 2:51, 52; Eeb. 5:8, 9."
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The student Is now ready for the third day's lesson
^Ich is a general view of the second laajor section of
Matthew's Gospel. First is a review of the previous two days
with a recall of tlie contents of 1:1-4 sl6 following the out
line. The next instructions are: "Test the following outline
of The Proclamtlon (Part II), the limits of which are 4:17-
16:21. Avoid going into detail." The student is to seek to
secure only a general idea the contents and to get some
what acquainted with the movement.
PART II. THE PR0CLAI5ATI0N
In this Jesus is prominent as Prophet and King
1* The Manifesto of the Messiah on the Mountain,
4 :17-7 :29
2. The fSiracles of the Messiah in Galilee, 8:1-9:38
3. Th� Missionaries of the Messiah, 10:1-42
4* The Misunderstanding and other results, 11:1-12:60
5. The !^5rsterles, o. 13
6. The Multitudes fed�Further words and vA^rhc�
Climax, 14:1-16:20
As previously, the most striking result of this study
is to be recorded The advice is to "have an envelope
labeled for each chapter and carefully classify facts, diffi
culties, observations, etc. ..."
In the fourth day of Study Ho. I the studeno takes a
rapid survey of the third major section of the book. Pro-
cedTire and sequence is practically identical with that of the
two previous lessons.
Study No, I devotes the entire lesson for the fifth
day to "review of general views of Parts 1, II, and III."
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Questions such as "what expression gives us the key to the
outline of Jtotthew?; how often and in what passages is It
fotmd? , , and "wiiat are the three words selected to
describe the parts of Matthew?," are to be answered. At this
point the chart is introduced as a pedagogical device. A
skeleton outline of the book is to be filled In by memory.
The pupil makes a diagram of his own being guided by the one
here given.




Part I. Part II. Part III.
The Preparation The Proclamation The Propitiation
ijl- -













CHART FORM FOR ShEhETOh OUTLINE Oh BOOK OF MATOT
Emphasis is placed upon iiactery. The work is inten
sive enough that the student is expected to write everything
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out readily. Results of the study are to be conserved.
The sixth and seventh days of Study Ho, I reveal that
Dr, Wlilte was cognizant of the fact that Matthew did not
write his gospel in isolation. TMs truth was thus coCTminl-
cated to his pupil. Both lessons ar� entitled, "Jesus Had a
Past", "Read Matt. 1:1," he says, "and think how a Jew, well
read in th� old T�2ta2nent as h� v/ould b�, \;ould think on
h�aring or r�ading this for th� first time." Sugg�stion is
mad� as to Old Testam�nt Scriptur�s which have M�ssianic
content. Specifically, 2 Samuel 7tl2-16 should be read for
the gz>eat Messianic promise laade to David, and Psalms 89 and
132 for other pxromlses connected with David's name. Genesis
12 and 17 are primary sources which the student will consult
for promises made to Abraham, By way of a diagram Dr, White
orients his pupil as to the "principle divisions with sub-
periods of the Old Testament history of Abraham and his
posterity," Thus by such means he leads to th� realization
that th� gospels ar� th� center of all.
Continuing an exaraination of Dr, White's methodology
in teaching a Bible book, attention is now turned to his
Study No. II, Thus far he has given guidance to (1) a gen
eral s\3rvey of the gospel, (2) a brief acquaintance with th�
thr�� major �euth.j^, which was follow�d by (3) a :^cvicv; of
th� two pr�vious �mphasas. Now it is obs�rv�d that progros-
sion is to a mor� concontrated ar�a. Mov�m�nt is still from
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th� whol� to the part.
Two oonooms constltut� th� first day's lesson, namely,
a review of chapter one and a general view of chapter two.
Relating to the first concern of the lesson Instruction is
given to "repeat from memory, if possible, the opening sen
tence of Matthew. If you cannot do so, at one� memorise it.
Hep�at from memory ls21." Th� student is then to "write out
the opening expression of each of the six paragraphs of
chapter one, and referring only to them recall in order the
contents of chapter one." Labels are then given to each of
the paragraphs which are in turn con^sared with names which
Dp, White has chosen for them. Por the name of chapter on�
he suggests simply the single word "mother".
To gain a general view of chapter two, its paragraphs
are to be labeled and a name selected for the chapter as a
whole, A more concentrated attack on chapter two is made in
the next day's lesson. It is introduced by a question: "l^ve
you noted in chapter two the frequency of reference to the
prophets?" Let thes� b� noted, he advises, and see if re
cognition can be made of those quoted.
Mastery of contents again comes to the att�ntion of
th� student. He is to copy the opening expressions of chapter
two under those of chapter one in his notes. Prom these the
contents of both chapters should be recalled. Paragraph
titles of chapter two are coK5)ared with those of Dr. V.^iite,
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At thla polht, recall of the titles of the ten peufagraphs of
chapters one and two are the order. The instruction is "do
not proceed tint 11 you can do this readily,"
Now a trfmsltlon is aade to mastery of the smaller
units of chapter two. The four paragraphs are analyzed ,
Paragraph one is handled in the latier part of lesson two.
The next foiir lessons will deal with analysis of the remain
ing three paragraphs of the chapter. Commenting on this
technique Dr, White says, "This is suggested as an aid to
close inspection of the thought in its relations, to the end
that its signlficanoe my be appreciated and that it may be
remeijabered," A sample of the type of analysis which is ex
pected of each is given:
ANALYSIS OF PARAGRAPH
Theme: The Visit of the Magi
Outline ; I, The Magi in Jerusalem
1, When and whence they came
2, Why they carae
3. The effect of their coming
4. Whom they saw
5, Where and why they departed
II. The T'agi in Bethlehem
1, How they went
2, I17 they went
3. Whom they saw
4. What they did
5, Wliere and why they went
Note that such questions as what, where, when, why,
whom, and hov; are applied to a single paragraph.
Relative to paragraph two of chapter two questions
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like the following are posed 5 "What is the condition of Egypt
in our Lord's time? How many Jews were there? Bbw long did
Joseph, with the young child and his mother, remain in Egypt?
VJhat prophet used the words of verse fifteen?"
But In the midst of the minute analysis of paragraphs
the student is not peinaitted to lose sight of the whole. He
is Instructed to take his eyes from the detail and to "think
of the movement in the Gospel by Katth�w"which is suggested
by the following diagram:
THE GOSPEL m rJlTTHEW
Jesus of llazareth the promised Messiah
Part I. Part II. Part III.




Jesus and Him Crucified
FIGURE 5
ILLUSTRATION OF THE KOVirKIIT OF THOUGHT IN MATTHEW
Lesson seven of Study No^ II is devoted to "review and
preview." It is a review the first two chapters and a
foreward look to the remaining twenty-six.
By way of review the first task is to "read the con
texts in Isaiah, Micah, Hosea, and Jeremiah fror. which
quotations are made by :;atthcw in chaps. 1 and 2." The
second problem of this lesson reveals the place given to
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secondary sources in Bible study as recomended by Dr. White
to his students. The quectlon is raised: "F^at does the
R� V. margin cite as the questionable basis of the reference
^ V. 23? But does not the writer say prophets?" The secon-
dary source is here reconmended to supplement the textual
study. Dr. White says, "read Broadus on this." A geograph
ical study constitutes the third item for this day's lesson.
All those places mentioned in chapters 1. and 2 are to be
located on a map noting their relationship to Jerusalem and
Capernaum,
Both review and preview are embodied in the fourth
activity of study. Ih a diagram like the one following, the
names of chapters one and two are to be written. Then the
student is to "run throxigh Matthew (not spending too much
time) and see how many appropriate names of chapters readily
suggest themselves ..." This work is preserved for refer
ence and revision.
Part I. Part TI. Part III.
The The The
Preparation Proclamation Propitiation
1:1- -4:1� 4:17- -16^20 IGtHl-- -28:53
FIGURE 6
PATTERN POR SURVEY CHART OF MTTHEW
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One can therefore see from close study of the fore
going exegetical steps in Matthew's Gospel examples of th�
nature of method and sequence in iiethod. The pattern set
forth In tho pages imra�diately pact ar� the same gen�ral
pattarn tiiat the student would follow throughout the remain-
dor of Matthew's Gospel. So for the purpose in hand it is
not deemed worthy to illustrate further the actual stops
�mploy�d In grasping th� m�ssag� of th� book.
By way of siammary. It sliould b� grant�d that th�
methodology sugg�at�d by Dr, Whit� is not disorganized. It
Is well-ordered, seeing tho end from th� beginning. As
regards the content and arrangement of the inductive method
�iTiployed, th� following observations were noted j (1) Move
ment was first from the whole to the part. This involved
two major steps� (a) survey of the entire book, and (b)
analysis of the book which moved from notation of the major
sections to th� paragraphs, and then to sentences, phrases,
and words. (2) In the second place movement was from the
part to th� mSiol�. 2?his step of sT/nthesis. however, did not
manifest itself as prominently as did that of analysis. But
effort was mad� to rolat� the part to th� whol� as th�
�x�g�tioal process moved through the book. Some effort vas
also made to correlate the Gospel of Matthew with the entire
message of the Bible. What synthesis is observable though
Is not a distinct major step In itself, but intermingled with
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th� process of analysis,
xlie ::o-: lod of D�, "lor;av'i; T. Kul^ws This Dr, Kuist
has called "stag�s in th� r�-cr�ative procoss," H� d�als
with it in his wjrk �ntitl�d Upon Thy heart , pp.
92-106,
Vi�wing th� goal of an inductiv� approach to a Biblo
book as that of r�~cr�ation of th� author's intentions he
sees in the literary form of a particular book the "key which
unlocks the door of content and discloses the essence of
subject matter." In the recognition of form Is a valid pro
cedur� for recreating Scripture, he says. "Here is a
consciously guided process which takes advantage of obvious
structural features in the form of Scripture to unfold its
individuality bjoS. release its power," Ther� ar� thj?��
stages in this re-creative process: (:. ) the discovery of th�
compositional units; (2) th� identif ioation of th� relations
between units; and (5) the recognition of the characteristic
features which reveal the underlying design.
Ere', book or document Is a composite of parts, and it
is this fact which often makes for diffloiaty in the re
creative process. The chapter divisions as well as the
verses given in our versions do not in all cases indicate
the true units of the particular book. Thus, Kuist naintains
that "one of the first steps in Biblical interpretation is
to ignore chapter and verse divisions." An effective method
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ot Identifying th� tmits of �xpresalonc within a given book
is thorofor� called for if the �tt�lent is to 03�>w in hie
knowledge of Its contents. Th� litej?a3?y form is said to b�
��a direct aid to th� discovery of tmlts." Any Bible book
will bo eompoeed of at least five types of unltt (1) tho sec
tion, (2) th� sof^nt, (3) the paragraph, (4) the sentence,
KoA (5) t'H word. "... th� first step in any serious
firsthand aoqualntanoo with a book of Rcripttiro, apart from
general reading, is to di; cover unite and to identify them."
One may j. roGord in either of two nodes of procedure.
H� raay bo etruotux^, or els� h� my b� interpr�tativ�. To
be structural or analytical Ik to foctis the attention first
upon a given whole and then proceed to its parts. The alter
nate prooodurc, interpretative or synthetic, moves from th�
-(ii'he to a given whole. hP. huist feels that "in practical
ea^erienee th� resolv.h:i2 of a \7hoic. into its portv nc>p.mlly
precede r: that of compos ing or rccoi:g>oaliy parts into an
organ! ssed whole." A vihol� lo greater than its parts and it
cannot function without thori. It therefore follows that
"structural attention should precede interpretative atten
tion, /iralysis should always precede synthesis."
UsiJi" tho structural approach to a Bibl� book ono may
"work In ;iihc large in order to_ gain c^-^:_i.i>.:. and so -p-^^^
oecd fi*oitt a whol� book to th� discovery of Its sections
^underlining not in ori inalj." A survey of the whol�
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thus antlelpates analysis of th� book. Dr. Kuist is of th�
opinion, however, that for th� purposos of study the sograent
is th� most conv�ni�nt coj!?)osltional unit. H� defines a
sogmont as "cuny grouping of paragraphs which forms a single
obsorvable unity," It is not to be equated necessarily with
the chapter, for a segment may be composed of several chapters
or of only a portion of a chapter. Several segtaents con5)ose
a section of a given book. A segment is found to be a more
suitable unit to dca� with in th� beginning stages of the
r�-cr�ativ� proc�ss. This is bas�d upon th� fact that "a
s�gm�nt r�pr�s�nts a grouping of paragraphs which forms a
unity within a limited scop� of troatment."
Citing th� Gospol of Luke as "a mastorpiec� of organi-
ational iinity" Kuist illustratos how th� various s�gments may
be identified by observing the transitional s�nt�nc� para
graphs as givsn in th� Am�rican Standard Version of the Bible,
The relatlc ishi J of the paragraph to a s�gm�nt may b�
loos� or it may b� v�ry clos�ly articulat�d. Th� "probl�m
of th� individual observer is to recognize wliat marks of
unity aj?e present and to discover in what manner the para
graphs which compose this unity are related to each other."
Herein "are the most readily available firsthand marks of
the coiaposer's intentions,"
When �xegeting a paragraph the student sets into force
the laws of composition as given by Ruskin. These laws oper-
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at� �ff�ctlv�ly in h�lping th� r�ad�r "to d�t�ct not only
what d�gr�o of tinity exists within th� paragraph but also to
obs�rv� the characteristic features of the author's treat
ment," Noting the author's choice of words, phrasing,
i"�gory, and other marks of textiire will serve to reveal
these characteristic features.
It is at this point that transition is made by the
student from the analytical method to that of synthesis.
"By th� tim� th� r�ad�r has reached the sentence and the wciTi,
which are the basic elements of communication, he is ready to
make transition to th� interpretative stage. � � ," This
involves the relation of part to part. To focus attention
upon the word and upon the sentence at this point in the
re-creative process has its advantage. Rather than retard
ing progress, it is enhanced since the student has previously
given iiimself to an acquaintance in the broader relations of
the give:: book of the Bible,
Dr, Kuist points out that at this stage of the re
creative process the student will have need of a number of
aids in his study. The reader is referred to Chapter III
for a discussion of the use of aids In inductive Bible study.
The structural order of study is stressed by Dr. Kuist
"not only because it normally preo�d�s th� interpretative
order but because its importance as a phase of the learning
process has been comparatively neglected . , ,"
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In brief, then, thla is the re-creatlv� process as
utilized by Dr. Vl!hlte�s Interpreter. His methodology vzl;en
applied to a Bible book Involves three stages: (1) discovery
of the compositional units 5 {2) identification of the rela
tions between these units j and (3) the recognition of the
characteristic features which reveal the underlying design.
The first two steps are of the structiiral or analytical
natv^-e. In these movement Is from the whole to the part.
The third step of the re-creative process used in arriving
at the author's intentions is known as �;:Ti-i;l:.esis . Its Job
is the relating of part to part and of part to whole. As
requisite to both anfiklysis and synthesis, however, it was
observed that Dr. Kuist allowed for an initial survey of the
book. It is a working within the whole in order to gain
perspective.
Con8>arative Summary of tho
_ ot_^-c- of Dr. . :..x..ort
W. Vthite and
'
r . Howard T. Kuist . It is clear to see that
the student was highly influenced by his professor. One can
discern the basic techniques set forth by Dr, Kuist in the
work of Dr, ''�Vhlte, his proressor. According to these leading
men in the field, inductive method in the study of a Bible
book involves a s\irvey, analysis and a synthesis. These are
the three major tools or techniques and will be used in the
order stated. The two agree that movement is from the whole
to the part and then frc.a the part to the whole. They are
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thus in agreement as to the content (major steps) and the
arrangement (sequence) of the Inductive method of Bible
study .
V, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OP CHAPTER IV
Summary. Chapter IV of tiiis report has been specif
ically interested in the technique of inductive method of
Bible study. Effort was made to distinguish justly between
the Inductive approach to Bible study as presented in Chap
ter III and the inductive method or technique involved in
Bible study. The importance of method in inductive Bible
study received certain attention as well aa the value of
sequence in method. Examples of method as set forth by two
of the foremost scholars in the field of inductive Bible
study have been cited in somewhat detail. These methods cf
Dr, Wilbert W. White and Dr. Howard T, Kuist received a
comparative summarization.
Conclusions . The chapter in point gives evidence for
the following conclusions:
1, That method in inductive Bible study should be
distinguished from approach in inductive Bible study,
2. That the term method should suggest that actual
step-by-step procedure which the student performs in objec
tively arriving at conclusions inductively, from the raw
materials of Scripture.
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3, That the terra approach ahoiild suggest that induc
tive frame of reference which personally anticipates exper
ience in the Scriptures.
4. That proper method and proper sequence in method
is essential to the realization of the aims espoused by the
inductive approach to the Bible.
5. That the methodology of Dr. Howard T. Kuist is
highly Influenced by that of his professor. Dr. Wilbert W.
White.
6. That their methodology reveals three essential
techniques useful in arriving at the message of the Bible
inductively: (1) survey, (2) analysis, and (3) synthesis.
7. That these three tools or techniques are to be
�niployed in the order stated if the student is to adequately
handle the raw materials of Scripture.
CMPTFK ?
STO!ARY AND CONCLUSIONS OP REPORT
I , SUMMARY
As each chapter of the thesis has already been summar
ized, only a brief presentation of the major chapter by
chapter developments will be necessary here.
Chapter II served as a background for the main burden
of the thesis. It dealt with several of the erroneous approach
es to which the Bible has been subjected in the past. The
particular focus was then upon a survey history of inductive
logic and its application to the field of Biblical literature.
Brief notice was given to an acquaintance with the present
status of the inductive approach to Scriptijre.
Chapter III in the first half also presents general
ground work to that which is embodied in the second half of
the chapter. The former lias to do with a general exa:iination
of inductive logic, noting its characteristics as opposed to
deductive logic, stating its primacy as a reasoning process,
and setting forth some of the more common errors associated
with inductive procedures. A portion of the main burden of
the thesis receives treatment in the latter half of the chap
ter under consideration. It presents the adaptation of in
ductive logic to Biblical studies. The nature
and character-
istics of the inductive approach to the Bible were given.
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And the alms of this approach were stated.
Chapter IV Is basic to the thesis In that It gives
place to the distinguishing of the inductive technique or
method of Bible study as opposed to the inductive approach to
Bible study as noted in the previous chapter. Attention is
directed to the importance of method in inductive Bible study
and to the Importance of sequence in method. Representative
examples of the inductive method of Bible study were taken
from two of the foremost men of the field, and a comparison
of the two was made,
II, CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions of each chapter have been previously
stated in the order attained. By way of a summary of the
conclusions of this report the following have been found to
have support in the foregoing materials:
1, That the science of Inductive processes of
reasoning is a very old one reaching as far back as to the
time of Socrates, but its adaptation to Biblical literature
is generally confined to this present century,
2, The laity of the church are beginning to benefit
and make use of the new hermeneutics, whereas,
in time past
only the mir:isterial ranks participated
in inductive Bible
study,
3 The new approach to the Bible is therefore gaining
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In xDoioentum*
4, An acquaintance with the general science of in
ductive and deductive logic should be in the baclcground of
the student of Script\n�e, At least an introductory course
in logic would seem essential if the adaptation of inductive
reasoning to Bible study is to be understood.
5, Induction and deduction make up the unity of our
reasoning process, the one supplementing and complementing
tho other. But of the two, inductive reasoning is the more
basic.
6. An understanding of certain fallacies often
cozmnltted in utilizing inductive prooedxires will serve to
mor� correctly make use of them.
7. The theory of the inductive approach to Bible
study is a true and valid adaptatlOii of the theory of the
science of induction.
8. An understanding of the inductiv� approach to th�
Bibl� will involv� r�cognition of c�rtain abstract principles
of interprotation and of th� subjective factor In the learn
ing experience.
9, The inductive approach to the Bible is not aim
less, but endorses certain objectives which it anticipates
fulfilling.
10. Method in inductive Bible study should bo dis
tinguished from approach in inductive Bible study .
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11. The term method should suggest that actual step-
by-step procedure which the student performs in objectively
arriving at conclusions inductively from the raw materials
of Scripture.
12. The term approach should suggest that inductiv�
frame of reference which personally anticipates oxoerience
in th� Scriptur�s.
13. Prop�r method and , .'cpor a�quenc� in method is
essential to the realization of th� aims espoused by the
inductive approach to the Bible.
14. Th� m�thodology of Dr. Howard T. Kuist and Dr.
Wilbert W, Whit� r�v�als thr�e �ssential tools or inductiv�
t�chniqu�s to be used in arriving at th� message of the
Bible. They are (1) survey, (2) analysis, and (3) synthesis,
each of which is to be applied to a single Bible book.
15. These exegetical tools are to be used in the
order stated if the student is to handle adequately the raw
material of Scripture.
16, This thesis has given rise to the need for
further research in the field, fuch questions as the
following have arisen: (a) How can Trainees four-fold
methodology (which involves four basic steps in inductive
Bible study, namely, observation, interpretation, evaluation
and application, and correlation) be reconciled with the
three-fold tec^rmlque (survey, analysis, and s-^^.thesis )
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asserted in this thesis? (b) Logicians say that at best
inductive logic can only yield "probability judgments," that
is, there Is ever an element of uncertainity about the con
clusions arrived at by this reasoning process. How then
can a student arrive at such universal conclusions as "God
is" or "God has spoken"? Just how reliable is the inductive
approach in arriving at truth? (o) What is the relationship
of ev�uigelioal theology to the inductive approach to Bible
study? (d) What exactly is meant by deductive Bible study?
Thus it is obvious that imioh ia yet to be done. The
investigator sincerely hopes that the work herein represented
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